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Jones: *WeDo Not | Trinity Celebrates Hip-Hop
Have a Budget Crisis'
ByBILLCOSGROVE
NEWS EDITOR
In two separate addresses to the
campus
community
last
Wednesday, President Jimmy
Jones spoke on the financial health
of the College and laid out what
needs to be done to solve Trinity's
long-term financial challenges.
The president explained that
because there is "no elasticity in
the budget whatsoever," Trinity
has been forced to "curtail expenses and raise more money from our
Annual Fund" in order to "handle
our challenges and to head off
what will indeed be an institutional crisis if we do not act." He also
said that the College has yet to face
the "systemic problems lying within inside the operating budget."
Despite a 22 percent increase
in health benefit costs, a $2 million
increase in utility costs, $77 million in deferred maintenance costs,

and the discovery of many unfunded programs at the College, Jones
rejected the notion that Trinity is in
a financial crisis. He did, however,
caution that failure to confront the
many fiscal problems the College
is facing will likely result in a crisis. "Trinity does not have a budget crisis like those faced at some of
our other sister institutions ... But
I cannot deny that we have serious
issues to confront."
The president presented a
series of initiatives he hopes will
fix the systemic problems lying
inside the operating budget of the
College. "We have, for the most
part, been using band-aids - some
of them tourniquet size - to
address our financial challenges,"
explained Jones. "We have no
choice but to find thoughtful, permanent solutions."

see PRESIDENT on page 4

Edwin C. Pratt

La Bruja, a rapper and singer from Puerto Rico, performs Saturday night at the Vernon Social Center as part of the Trinity
International Hip-Hop Festival. The Festival, organized by Trinity students Magee Mcllvaine '06 and Jason Azevedo '08,
attracted dozens of hip hop performers and speakers from all over the world, including rappers coming from as far away
as Africa, the Middle East, and Asia. See GLOBAL on page 15 for further coverage, and see page 18 for more photographs from the events.
\

Lysistrata Shocks
Crowd with Satire Campus Reclaims the Night
By JOE TARZI
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Turandot - featuring but one low-

By ALEX HOB1]
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Following the warm reception
of last year's Turandot directed by
Trinity's husband and wife directing
team Michael Preston and Barbara
Karger, the Trinity theatre community has eagerly been awaiting their
most recent show. The directors,
digging a little deeper into the well
for this production (about 2500
years deeper) chose the play
Lysistrata by Aristophanes. The
play, which takes place and was
written during the Peloponnesian
War between Athens and Sparta, is
an anti-war satire. In it, title character Lysistrata convinces her fellow
women to withhold consensual sex
from their husbands and to seize the
Athenian treasury on the Acropolis,
her logic being no money plus no
sex equals no war.

of props. The play, of course, was
not designed for multiple set
changes, having been written in 411
B.C. For a major production, however, the show was noticeably short,
clocking in at only about an hour
and fifteen minutes with no intermission; due to this the audience
had difficulty keeping track of the
more minor characters some of
whom, due to the play's length, had
a lack of stage time.
It was, however, a stunningly
well-written, if controversial, play.
Some of the humor was changed
from Aristophanes' original play (I
doubt Aristophanes wrote of a perfume that "smells like Mather") but
I think that the audience would be
surprised to find out just how much
of the original humor was present in
the play.

To start off with, this year's play
was more minimalist in design than

see GREEK on page 16

A crowd of students gathered on
the Cave Patio for the annual rally
Take Back the Night, hosted once
again this year by the Trinity
Women's Center this past Thursday,
April 20. This is the sixth time that
Trinity has held a Take Back the
Night rally on campus, and it has
become a well-known and respected
event. This year, students gathered,
some wearing shirts that bore the
message: Take Back the Night.
This year, Trinity's Take Back
the Night rally was sponsored by
the Women's Center, the Sexual
Assault Task Force (SATF), Zeta
Omega Eta, the Trinity College
Black Women's Organization, the
Sexual Assault Response Team, and
the Inter-Greek Council. While
each of these college sponsored
organizations has a different focus,
they combined efforts for the Take
Back the Night initiative, and produced last Thursday night's rally.
Hillary Bennett '07, the SATF coordinator said, "This year we worked
with the Greeks and the IGC to
make Take Back the Night officially
part of Greek week. In the past there
has been tension between the
Women's Center and the Greeks, in
terms of people looking for a scapegoat and hoping to find it in a Greek
organization. But the fact of the
matter is the problem of rape and
sexual assault is not because of spe-

cific. Greek

organizations,

it's
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acceptable and a larger problem of
patriarchy and a misogynistic culture."
Take Back the Night is an internationally organized rally and
march which thousands of communities participate in every year. Also
known as "Reclaim the Night," the
idea began in Belgium in 1976, during the International Tribunal on

Crimes Against Women, when
*%»fi«f>fearcBe*tffthrough the city
with lit candles. While this first
Take Back the Night march was
focused on protesting violence
towards women, the rallies have
expanded to become a protest
against violence to children and
families as well.
Other early Take Back the Night
see TRINonpage 14

Edwin C. Pratt

An Impressive number of Trinity students participated in Taking Back the Night.

Inside
Fred Pfeil Memorial Post Office Crisis

Sam Lin

Coley Parry '06 and Laura King '06 star in Aristophanes' comedy Lysistrata.

Professors and students of the
Trinity community attended a
Poetry Reading last week in
honor of the late Professor Fred
Pfeil.
page li

Student workers got laid-off at the
campus post office last week
because of an overflow of hours
and a shortage of funds within the
budget.
page 3
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Hip-Hop A Positive Direction
The Trinity International Hip-Hop Festival
held this weekend attracted a diverse and eclectic group of artists and spectators from around
the world. From lectures on the genre's political
movement in Africa to inspiring and thoughtprovoking performances by talented lyricists
across three days, the event is a model for students with a motivation to make something happen on tliis campus.
Amid the political bureaucracy and the rhetoric that plagues our government from getting
anything meaningful done, the festival illustrated the serious potential and message of hip-hop
in a global sense.
Listening to Oke describe his work at
Harvard as an undergraduate and travels to
Nigeria, or Dola's socially conscious lyrics from
Tanzania, one could gather a sense of the true
aura of hip-hop as a cultural movement outside
the United States, In Senegal, one of the more
stable African nations in recent history, rappers
helped lead the latest president to victory while
continuing to hold him accountable for his campaign promises in their works well after election
day. Hip-hop as an art form has taken off to

become one of the hottest sources of poetic talent and its effect on society and culture deserves
the attention that Trinity has now spearheaded in
America.
Trinity can serve as a point of renaissance for
Hartford, a city that currently sees little in the
way of live music but has a great deal of potential in the talent that resides within its musical
community, especially the hip-hop community.
Hopefully, events like this will help people see
Trinity in a new light and will encourage the
administration to dedicate more attention to the
arts on campus and within the community.
Perhaps hip-hop is the class and racial bridge
society needs. However, it will be up to events
like the festival to pierce through the negative,
capitalist-driven image now tagged to the hiphop genre. With this first step, students here
have begun working on the crucial element of
spreading hip-hop outside urban ghetto neighborhoods. Of course, the other side of the equation calls for consumers to stop purchasing the
50 Cent, "gangsta"-fueled products. Only then
will a greater part of society begin to recognize
the messages of the hip-hop movement.

Corrections
- The track photo on page 25 of last week's issue was misattributed. The credit should
have gone to Sam Lin.
- In last week's issue, the crew story on page 28 incorrectly presented the national rank
of the men's team. The men are actually ranked tenth among all schools in the country.
- Joe Tarzi's opinions piece on page 9 of last week's issue should have clarified the
source of the spring weekend budget to be the student activities fund.
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Hartford, Conn.
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Letters to The Trinity Tripod must be received by 5 p.m. on the Friday before publication. Letters should
be addressed to the Editor, not a particular individual. Letters over 300 words in length and opinion submissions over 800 words in length will not be published, though exceptions may be made at the editors'
discretion under special circumstances. No unsigned or anonymous letters will be published. However,
names may be withheld at the author's request. The Tripod will not publish any letters deemed by the editors to be an attack on an individual's character or personality. Otherwise, all opinions expressed will be
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Trinity's proverbial multicultural budget for inclusiveness and
tolerance is in the red. Take for example the recent emphasis on
"scholarships to support minority students," which multicultural
students are unfortunately portrayed as being "anxious about."
Multicultural students are not the only students that are on financial aid, though this illusion is propagated. The only promising
fact about the emphasis is that at least "the administration and faculty [are not] so afraid of the majority" on this one. At Trinity,
less than 40 percent of students are able to pay over $42,000 a
year in tuitions and fees and the risk for elitism and the class-ism
is second to few "peer institutions." The Trinity Tripod's executive board had it right in their editorial entitled "Unbiased
Religious Tolerance."
The administration knows that I respect them and it is with
this respect in mind that I submit that the current "spaceship" paradigm is both disconcerting and disheartening to many in the multicultural community; it provokes fear and distress on a campus
that is as open about the predominance of Greek life (which I fully
support for its relational and transformative potential,) as it is to
talk about the sense of marginalization that a seeming minority,
though actual majority, feel during their four years on Trinity's
campus. Trinity was doing a better job to maintain underrepreserited students, but few "tools" have survived to allow these students to thrive and transform our "spaceship." The administration
is reactive and not proactive in shaping Trinity's cultural and intellectual climate.
As one student has duly noted, the trail of lost opportunities
begins at pre-orientation and continues throughout the first-year
program. First, the cost of pre-orientation precludes many from
attending. Second, the rigorous orientation schedule does not
properly facilitate meaningful dialogue on critical and uncomfortable topics. Third, the only other required means through which
to reach all first-year students and cultivate a sense of ownership,
the First-Year program, is not structured in such a way as to allow
the continuation of dialogue, critical thinking about community
building, presentations or even lectures that will propel Trinity
away from the status quo.
President Jones offered up the one and best recommendation
I have heard from the administration this year. During a future
lunch in Mather, while no one is questioning why some of the athletes, some of the international students, and "WASP." students sit
together, he could stand up with a bullhorn and instruct all students to mix together. For a school noted in report after report for
its lack of inteir6tiltuta£l atfdiriter-grtfup interaction this would be a
milestone. While President Jones cannot comment on the "actual
construction of the [Broad Street] fence because he was not at
Trinity when it was built," (drug and gang activities in the 1980s
that no longer exist), this administration can oversee the systematic dismantling of the physical fence and the invisible fence that
separates students from students.
The problematic ethos of Trinity College is further displayed
not only in the loss of community-based learning initiatives, a
plan with hard money for reinstating and expansion that no one
has seen, but also with the signage that directs the campus guest
around our neighborhood. We must end going around our community; pur reality is that we live, work, and play in a city. We
must discontinue use of such terms as "Hartford local" and
"neighborhood youths," not because there is anything inherently
derogatory about these terms, but rather since they are often used
to ends that are dehumanizing, demeaning, and degrade our relationship to our neighbors. It is true that we "need to have a broader outreach to the Hartford community," however is not because
"many misconceptions about the city's residents leads to misconceptions about minority students on campus." It is because we
live in their community and market their every lives for our own
intellectual engagement, research, and recruiting. I make no
excuse for our neighbors that come onto campus and harm members of our college community, while I acknowledge the harmful
images and stereotypes that we project onto "those people." A
first-year student has noted that the disproportionate number of
"Campus Safety Advisory" emails greatly influences and in some
cases perpetuates the culture of fear on this campus. Guess who
is the nearest target for release of this fear through glares and gossip? Members of our community - yes, multicultural students,
especially those who look or dress like "those people."
Trinity, simply put, needs accountability. The current budget
crunch is the quantitative equivalent of a history of poor stewardship. Trinity can do more to recruit a more diverse faculty and
student body not only in terms of comparable numbers, unless
being just up to par with our peer schools displays our leadership
in the area, but also in diversity of ideas, life experiences, and
secondary schools. At the end of the day, diversity has the following allies: the Office of the Chaplain, the Advancement Offices,
our bottom line is the same, the Athletics Department, which is
becoming a model for training and mentoring to foster authentic
and substantive community, the Community Service Office, and
the Women's Center. A recent Tripod article is inadvertently
indicative of the current state of diversity on-campus; "Trinity
College, and its minority students, still have a long way to go in
the quest" to become, simply, Trinity College.
ANTHONY L. RILEY
SGA VT FOR MULTICULTURAL AFFAIRS COUNCIL
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Student Workers Lose Jobs
By ALEC MacCOLL

office, Tartt now allows all students
NEWS WRITER
a maximum of three, trying to have
three students in the office each day.
Student workers in the College
"I've got some great kids," says
post office arrived at work last Tartt. "Since this happened I'm just
Monday to see this message taped trying to give everyone their fair
next to their time cards: "Due to share."
recent budget concerns, all students
The situation became immedihave been temporarily laid off until ately frustrating for student
further notice."
employees, many of whom are
Earlier in the day, Charles Tartt, international students (whose visas
the office manager, received a call don't allow them to work off-caminforming
him that
$1,100 pus) or to hold work-study jobs, and
remained in his budget to pay stu- depend on each pay check for bills
dent workers for the rest the fiscal or school expenses. "I find it outrayear, which ends June 30. However, geous that we had to be laid off,"
the confusion was not a result of says post office employee Natasha
any reduction in the post office's Rosa '08. "The majority of the stuoperating budget, but attributed dents at the post office are minoriinstead to an emphasis on fiscal ties who don't really have any other
responsibility by the administration. place on campus to get a job ...
Since Monday, Tartt has gradu- working at the post office basically
ally hired back as many of those 24 helps me get by."
workers as possible, but with limit"Students who are on worked hours. Whereas most students study depend on their earnings to
previously worked between five help sustain them financially while
and eight hours per week in the post in college," says fellow employee

Lindsay Diaz '08. "What are we
supposed to do now? I would hope
that Trinity College
would
rearrange the budgets of other
departments so that student workers
can continue to work for their hard
earned money."
The decision left many students
wondering why the school cannot
come up with the money to maintain current work hours for the few
weeks remaining in the school year.
"I work only a couple of hours a
day but that money makes a big difference to my budget," says Tina
Nikolova '08. "I am not sure how
much $60 or $70 per week means
for the college, but it means a lot to
me."
Student workers and their
supervisor, Tartt, recognize that the
situation is uncomfortable for
everyone. "Some kids got mad at
me when this happened," Tartt says.
"But I try to tell them it's not my
see POST on page 5
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SGA Executive
Board Elected
By GABE HORNUNG
NEWS WRITER
SGA President elect Devin
Romanul '07 WOE office on
Wednesday in a close race defeating
Zachary Contreras-Goukl '07, and
Whitney Hart '09.
In addition, the SGA also held
elections for other positions on
Wednesday. The other election
results are as follows: Luvean
Meyers '07, SGA-Executive VP;
Cory Edmonds '08, SGA - Executive
VP-MAC; Brittany English '08,
SGA - Executive VP - Finance; and,
Stephen Gretz Jr. '09, Jacqueline
Maye '08, Christina Ramsay '09,
Casey Savage '09 and Matthew
Wrzesniewsky '09 all won their atlarge senatorial races.
Out of 2,253 possible voters 925
participated, representing 41 percent
of the student body.
Romanul is excited by the
chance to lead the SGA and work for
Trinity College's student body. His
main goal is to try and create better
communication between the administration and the students, and hold
the administration accountable for
any academic changes that are made
in the coming years, he said. "We
(Trinity College students) should not
have to sacrifice one bit of our education. I understand we are in tight
times but a Trinity College education
cannot be sacrificed."
This idea serves as the basis for
Romanul's agenda: He hopes to hold

tion. I have heard a lot of people wit!
great ideas and opinions talk abou
what should happen at Trinity and !
want to give those people a voice
The administration really does cart
about what the students have to saj
so I want to relay our ideas to then
through SGA and the other organizations on campus," she said.
Myers also stresses the impor
tance of the student body becoming
more actively involved in the SGA
"I would like to make students fee
like they actually have a voice. Man}
Trinity students are unsure of who tc
go to with their problems and as ;
result end up complaining that the)
have no power to change anything,'
said Myers, who believes that SGJ 4
provides students with an outlet tc
voice their concerns. "SGA has tht
reputation of not having that mucl
power. I am not going to tell student!
that we can change eveiy problerr
which is brought before us, bu
unless you tell us what is wrong witt
your college experience, we wil
never be able to change it."
In response to the President'.1
State of the College address or
Wednesday (see front page)
Romanul expressed concern abou
the number of adjunct professor posi- .
tions that the College wiIJ: be termi- ;
nating because of monetary con
straints. He hopes to address this b)
suggesting alternative ways for tht
College to save money, such as cutting down on energy spending
"Students can help here to. If we car
none efficient and use less energy
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Will Cyphers

Student workers who arrived at the post office last week were notified that they had been temporarily laid off.

directly; and, he wants to bring student and administrative leaders
together to discuss issues around
campus.
Luvean Myers, the Executive VP
- Elect, shares Romanul's excitement. "I would like to bring about
more involvement within the student
body and encourage more participa-

money that we can use in othei
ways."
Myers shares the PresidentElect's concern. Referring to the sup
posed 48 classes that will be cut nex
semester,
Myers
commented
"Budget cuts are something tha
see ROMANUL on page 6

Dinner Celebrates Sit-in Held in Raether Library
TrinityMen of Color
By SAN-EOU LAN
STAFF WRITER

By ADRIENNE GAFFNEY
NEWS EDITOR
Members of the Trinity community gathered for the Men of Color
Association's Men's Appreciation
Dinner on Friday evening. The
event, which was planned by the
women of MOCA and Trinity
College
Black
Women's
Organization, was meant to honor all
the work that the men of MOCA
have done throughout this year. At
the same time, it marked the vision
of a new year for the organization.
The dinner featured guest speaker Michel Benitez Jr., the Director of
Intercultural
Development
at
Lafayette College. In his speech
Benitez spoke of the role of men of
color on college campuses. He
spoke out about the desire of students to move to campuses like
Howard University where there are
more minorities but he urged against
that, saying that black leaders are
needed much more at places where
there are fewer of them. When
speaking of his upbringing in New
York City's Washington Heights he
said that the hardest thing for many
students is leaving their homes, families and communities to come to

college. He stressed that it is crucial
to move forward but also to return to
communities and he urged others to
"step up to the plate."
After his speech, Benitez spoke
about how pleased he was to have
been invited to speak and how
impressed he had been by the students he had met. "From what I am
seeing Trinity is a wonderful place.
Hartford is a beautiful city and it's an
academic haven. It's really nice to be
in communities like this, as everything is at your fingertips. The students here are inspirational. I see
them as a box of hope. They make
me feel that at the end of the day
everything is going to be okay."
Dean of Multicultural Affairs
Karla Spurlock-Evans commented,
"I was very pleased that Benitez
spoke from his heart, encouraging
the young men of Trinity to reconnect with those heroic figures who
have led the struggle for equality and
freedom and who have paved the
way for this generation. He
addressed the difficult question of
the need to remain in relationship
with one's community of origin
while staying open to change and

The
Student
Government
Association's
Student
Life
Committee hosted a sit-in protest in
an effort to object to the library's
hours last Wednesday night. The idea
for a sit-in protest originated at the
beginning of the year, when students
felt that the library needed to compromise for the students.
Many students feel the library
hours are insufficient, and rank the
lowest in the NESCAC. Isabel
Gottlieb '09, one of the organizers,
feels students are being deprived of
the library's resources. "Our library is
a valuable resource that needs to be
more available for students to use; it
provides us with journals, books,
computer resources, printers, and a
good study environment. If these
resources are unavailable to the students, how are we supposed to utilize
them?" She went on to explain that
the 24 hour zone lacked the resources
of the main library, such as the book
collections. Participants believe that
communication between students and
the administration were not productive. Gottlieb explained, "The lack of
action and response of the administration has led us to turn to civil disobedience."

see MOCA on page 6

Although library hours were
extended at the beginning of the year,

many students feel that it is still
insufficient. The SGA was able to
meet with the head librarian, Richard
Ross, obtaining publicity for the
cause, eventually garnering the support of President Jones. Zach L.
Contreras-Gould '07 stated, "For the
initial hours to be extended, we met
with the head of the library, got publicity for the cause and eventually
President Jimmy Jones felt that it was
an issue students felt strongly about
so he extended the weekend hours
from a 12 p.m. opening on Saturday
and Sunday to a 10 a.m. opening."
Compared to other schools in the

NESCAC, Trinity is still the last for
the amount of Ebrary hours, and the
extra four hours a week did not
improve the rating. Contreras-Gould
went on to explain, "By keeping the
library open till 2:30 a.m. from
Sunday to Tuesday, we will place in
the top middle of the NESCAC for
having most available library hours."
The protest began at 1 a.m. in
the Englehart reading room, when
the library officially closed. The
library staff, having heard about the
event prior to last week, did not take
see STUDENTS on page 5

Chuck Pra

In protest of the library's hours, students remained in the library's Englehart
room all night long.
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President Jones Addresses Financial Situation
continued from page 1

Health Care and Hamlin Hall:

Endowment:
One of the most important
things Trinity needs to do is
increase the endowment so that it is
more comparable to the institutions
that the College competes against
for applicants each year. Jones said
that Bates College is the only college ranked higher than Trinity on
the U.S. News and World Report
survey of national liberal arts institutions that has a smaller endowment per student than Trinity. In
order to "ensure the financial health
and institutional excellence" of the
College, the endowment must grow.
In the past, Trinity has relied on
funds taken from the endowment to
pay for "costly one-time initiatives," like the Learning Corridor,
the Chapel renovations and the
Community
Sports Complex.
Additionally, the College has been
using about 6.5 percent of endowment funds each year, while most
competitor schools spend closer to
five percent of endowment funds.
Taking significant funds from the
endowment each year has had the
effect on the College of "living far
beyond its means in the present
while borrowing from the future
year after year," said Jones. In an
effort to better manage endowment
funds, the spending rate will
decline to 5.8 percent next year, and
the Trustees aim to reduce it to five
percent to allow the endowment to
grow.

Tuition:
The president classified Trinity
as "especially tuition dependent"
and noted that 71 percent of the
College's revemie comes from
tuition. Compared to some of the
top liberal arts institutions in the
country, that is rather high. At
Williams, for example, only 43 percent of its operating budget comes
from tuition. While most schools do
not have tuition dependence that is
as low as Williams's is, Jones was
adamant that "We must see our
dependency on tuition diminish."
Despite Trinity's tuition being
among the nation's highest, tuition
and fees will rise next year by 4.5
percent ($1,885 per student), a figure that Jones said "is not out of line
with those increases at our sister
schools."

Financial Aid:
Next year's budget for financial
aid will increase by $900,000; however, only 36 percent of the class of
2010 will receive financial aid. 46
and 36 percent of the members of
the classes of 2008 and 2009,
respectively, receive some form of
financial aid at Trinity. Jones noted
that most peer schools have 45 or
even 50 percent of its students on
financial aid and that the 36 percent
at Trinity "puts us at a real competitive disadvantage in overall student
recruitment and diversity recruitment efforts ... We must work
towards increasing the percentage
of students on financial aid." The
administration
has reinstated
admissions marketing funds that
had been cut in this past year's
budget. The College hopes an
increased mailing and recruitment
campaign will help attract increasingly diverse and talented classes in
the future.

Debt:
Significant debt is another reality that Trinity must face. The
College has budgeted debt service
of $11.5 million to next year's $99.8
million operating budget. The $11.5

attended the speech were concerned
that budget cuts would affect the relationship between Trinity and
Hartford. The president said the
College will continue to support
Trinfo Cafe and reported that Trinity
has been asked to present a seven figure proposal to a foundation that
would support urban initiatives. Fifty
percent of any money the College
receives would be set aside in a permanent endowment to support urban
outreach programs.

Despite health benefit costs to
Trinity rising by 22 percent, the
College will take on 75 percent of the
total cost in health care benefits for
fiscal year 2007. "We felt it was
unfair to pass the bulk of those costs
directly to all who work here," said
Jones. The increase in health benefit
costs means premiums and co-payments will be slight higher.
In order to help fund the increase
in health benefit costs, Hamlin Hall
will no longer be open at lunch for Annual Fund:
faculty and staff, hi the past, the
In fiscal year 2005, the Annual
College has subsidized lunch at Fund exceeded its goal by nearly
Hamlin for $4 per person, when (he $500,000, which helped balance the
Sam Lin
actual cost was $10 per person, budget. This year, the Annual Fund is
resulting hi an annual loss of more expected to exceed its goal again by
President Jimmy Jones gave the State of the College address last Wednesday
than $200,000. The $200,000 that another $500,000 and may attract a
in McCook Auditorium.
Trinity saves from closing Hanilin record alumni participation rate.
Sports will be redistributed to pay for some However, the Annual Fund must conmillion is 12 percent of the operat- Community
of the health care increase. The facul- tinue to grow in order to provide flexing budget, which Jones said "is Complex:
The
Trinity
College ty club will remain open. Jones ibility within the budget and increase
more than twice the debt service
allocation of most of our peers." Community Sports Complex, announced that the College will financial resources.
With $135 million in gross long which is slated to open this fall, underwrite lunch at a nominal cost
Jones concluded his speech by
term debt, however, the College will cost $385,000 to operate. Ice for faculty and staff who wish to have asking everyone present to "Help us
had no choice but to begin paying time will not be available for rent lunch with students in Mather Hall, advocate for the College and its abundebt off to alleviate the strain it until 2008. Jones said that he has the Cave or the Bistro.
dant virtues" with regards to the
puts on the annual operating budg- been asked by many people why
Admissions Office's attempts to
Trinity is spending money on a Unfunded Programs:
et.
attract more students; the Annual
hockey rink when it is being forced
One might ask, what are the rea- Fund; and the Dean's Search
to cut courses and teaching posi- sons behind the current fiscal prob- Committee and their efforts to find a
Academic Cuts:
lems at Trinity? "The simple greatest "first-class academic leader."
The President explained that in tions.
He explained that the College cause of our present financial disPhase I of the budget cuts, "we
The president took questions and
to building the comfort lies in the simple fact that for comments for an hour after his
basically took cuts everywhere committed
else rather than in the academic Complex long before the current over ten years, Trinity has added and address. In that time he said that the
lines." When the administration financial difficulties were discov- added and has never subtracted any- former CPTV building will be used
moved onto Phase II as they con- ered and that to abandon the proj- thing," explained Jones. He pointed as "swing space" over the next 20
to Tutorial College, years. When construction begins on
sidered the 2007
the Human Rights Seabury in May 2007, faculty offices
budget, "[We]
Program,
a will be moved to the CPTV building.
had to look at the
academic budget
Quadrennial Leave Dean of Students Fred Alford said
because it is the
Program for faculty, that when Jarvis is under construclargest
single
and a Supplemental tion, the College will do everything in
unit within the
Health
Benefit its power to "locate every bed on
operating budgProgram for retirees campus" and find good housing as
et." With that in
as examples of initia- ciose to campus as possible in order
mind,
Interim
tives
that
were to house the 160 students displaced
Dean
of the
approved and institut- by the construction. He also
Faculty
Frank
ed without funding. explained that there will most likely
Kirkpatrick has
"Each program has be a relaxing of the off-campus housannounced the
advocates, each pro- ing policy for seniors. It will cost $10
following: 48.5
gram is noteworthy, million to repair the roof of Jarvis,
fewer teaching
but each program and construction is expected to last
units
and a
began unfunded and for 15 months. Seabury construction
reduction of 24
remains unfunded to may take even longer
part-time, tempo"These are challenging times at
this day," said the
rary
faculty
president. Lacking Trinity, but Trinity is up to those chal"who would othpermanent funding, lenges," said Jones. "All of us need to
erwise be hired
these programs were pass to our successors an even
as adjunct proadded to the operating stronger institution than Trinity is
fessors to teach those courses not ect in the middle of construction budget year after year without any- today. Nothing short of this should,
normally taught by tenured, would have potentially soured thing else being subtracted to finance and indeed must, be our goal." He
tenure-track, or long-term contract relations between Trinity and the them. When the supplemental health went on to say that solutions will
faculty"; the freezing of vacant city of Hartford. Furthermore, the benefit for retirees and their spouses come "the old fashioned way: smart
salary lines; the temporary suspen- president said that unforeseen was enacted several years ago, for analysis; considered decisions; inclu-,
sion of Tutorial College; a costs such as the rising price of example, no funds were set aside for siveness hi that decision-making;
$250,000 reduction in the athletic steel have made the Complex proj- long-term payments. The program effective communication; and advobudget; reductions in the library's ect more expensive than originally now costs the operating budget cacy for Trinity in the broadest waybudget; and some smaller reduc- thought. "If the College had known $600,000 annually. "Our budgetary we know how."
tions "elsewhere within support in the late 1990s what we know assumptions on funding these sorts of
Lastly, Jones was optimistic that
dollars." Jones said that "Dean today ... the Complex never would initiatives, however honorable, were Trinity will be a better institution
Kirkpatrick had little choice about have been built," said Jones.
just wrong: no school can add and after tackling these financial chalwhere to take cuts in the academic
add to the expense side of the operat- lenges. "Our financial challenges
budget," and explained that the Faculty and Staff Salaries:
ing budget without permanent, dedi- cannot be ignored; but this is \an
only place "we can prune is within
Trinity was able to close the cated income sources or without ever exciting time to be at Trinity as we
the adjunct faculty lines."
books in fiscal year 2005 with a subtracting something from the make decisions that will help our
Some faculty members present balanced budget in no small part budgetary mix," remarked Jones. excellence shine even more brightly
at the address expressed concern because faculty and staff were "Our systemic budgetary problem in the next several years. We have to
find ways to make a Trinity education
that the reductions of adjunct fac- willing to forgo compensation sits squarely there."
truly distinctive within the communiulty would translate into a lack of increases in fiscal year 2006,
ty of liberal arts colleges in (his councourse offerings and bigger class which ends on June 30.
Urban Relations:
sizes. When asked about faculty
Next year, faculty and staff will
Many students and faculty who try."
morale, Kirkpatrick said "It's not be offered a three percent compenthe best," and noted that anytime sation increase across the board.
courses are cut the faculty will not The Financial Affairs Committee
be happy. The Dean also explained made this recommendation to the
that the courses that were cut were president, which he said he will
courses that departments had accept. In the future, Jones
requested as extras, or "courses "intends to find appropriate ways
that they would love to have." He to institute proper evaluation proPresident Jimmy Jones, along with Dean of Students Fred Alford and
also pointed out that the College cedures ... so that Trinity can
Interim Dean of the Faculty Frank Kirkpatrick, will host a town hall
will pick up 15 courses from the move to a merit-based compensa- meeting on Thursday, May 4 at 6:30 p.m. hi the Washington Room.
professors who would normally be tion increase model going for- The meeting is open to the entire campus community. The President
teaching in Tutorial College.
ward."
said this meeting will give students a forum to voice any questions
and/or concerns they may have about Trinity's financial situation.

Key Facts

- Tuition and Fees will rise by 4.5
percent ($1, 885 per student)
-Faculty and staff compensation
will increase by three percent
-There will be a $2 million
increase in utility costs in 2007
-48.5 fewer teaching units will be
offered next year
-Health benefit
costs will
increase by 22 percent

News in Brief

President Jones to Host Town Hall
Meeting on May 4
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Students Protest Post Office Lays Off Workers
for Library Hours

responsibility President Jones is
trying to promote. "Each budgel
center has to live within the conwho will complain to their supervifines of the approved amounts [in
sors, creating a chain reaction which
their budget]. Once that allocation
will force the administration to
is gone, the money no longei
address the problem. We're also hopexists, in a very real way, to be
ing the Board of Trustees, upon hearspent," Jones explained.
ing of this, will be sympathetic
The swimming pool, and Ferris
towards ourcause."
Athletic Center in general, faces a
similar budget situation as the post
The group of students, with piloffice. Ferris is one of the College's
lows and laptops in hand, were ready
"Sure we have guys that work
largest employers of work study
to study in protest.of the unfair hours.
students.
Says Athletic Directoi
Whitney Merrill '09, a casual patron
here, but we're like the peanut butRick Hazelton, "In our department
of the library, felt the hours were
ter and they're like the jelly."
I have drastically cut hours o1
unfair, especially during examination
work-study students. I have a very
-Charles Tartt, Post Office
periods. "During finals or midterms, I
small pocket of funds to handle
come to the library more frequently,
Manager
much reduced hours for two more
• and the 24-hour zones are too
weeks."
cramped, and I can't get any work
done." The noise, however, is not the
Everyone involved acknowlresult of the students' themselves. took on 24 workers, most all of women. "We take packages around edges that in the future an effort
"The space is just so small that stu- them returning from the previous to departments in the Gator, and should be made to prevent such a
dents are crowded together, therefore year, to work five to eight hours a the girls keep telling me they can't sudden cut off of work for students.
it tends to become very noisy," states week at the minimum pay level. operate that thing 'cause they'll Administrators agree that studeni
Contreras-Gould.
The post office also employs four break their nails and can't lift the workers are an integral part of the
Other students, such as Laura non-student employees who make a packages and stuff, so I need guys College, functioning the way it
does. Dean of Students Fred Alford
around to do that," he says.
Pomeroy '09 are regular patrons of slightly higher salary.
If the post office were to divide
Tartt points out several factors mentioned to the Tripod thai
the library, practically living in the
library.."I come to the library almost its budget by the number of pay that have caused his spending to go William Faulkner worked in the
everyday, spending at least a good cycles in the year, and then spend up this year. "This seems like basic mailroom of Ole Miss, and appareight hours each day. If I arrive at 8 that amount per cycle up until the common sense to me," he points ently barked to a customer that he
p.m. and leave at around 3 a.m., I most recent one ended last Monday, out. "The number of students keeps couldn't be jumping up every time
would consider that a good day." For April 17, it would have spent going up, which means more mail, someone wanted to mail a postsuch dedicated students, the library approximately $33,000 at this so I need more people to help with card, only to find that the president
hours are even more unfair. "If hours point. Of the $40,000 budget, how- , it. And then the minimum wage of the university stood at the winare extended to 2:30 a.m., I feel most ever, $38,900 has been spent to goes up in the middle of the year, dow. While Tartt will guarantee
students will have already left the date, leading Tartt to slam on the and suddenly I need to pay the stu- better behavior than Faulkner's al
library, leaving the 24-hour zone brakes for the remainder of the year. dents $7.40 an hour, and the [non- the Trinity post office, he would
agree with the point that you nevei
quiet enough for students who really
Tartt says every year the post student workers] $8.40. •
need to study, to study."
office is aware of its budget, but
"In past years, when I needed know who you're helping along by
Even though there were students that it's his job to hire enough per- some extra kids and I'd go over a making enough work-study jobs in
who were less than avid visitors to sonnel to keep the post office func- little bit there wasn't a problem," the post office a priority for the
school.
the library, they still felt it was impor- tioning, which is a big job. The said Tartt. "This is the first year
"We need all of them," he says.
tant for students to have their right to office handles 25,000 to 30,000 they've brought in on the budget
"Sure we have us guys that work
library resources. Josh Gaston '09 pieces of mail each month, includ- this much."
reasoned, "I feel that it's important ing 3,000 to 4,000 packages.
Preventing these runovers and here, but we're like the peanut butthat every student should have every Student workers sort incoming work stoppages is part of the fiscal ter and they're like the jelly."
mail, stuff mailboxes, work the
front desk and deliver mail to
fault, the decision came from offices across Trinity's 100 plus
above."
acre campus.
The "decision" is not as cut and
"I need kids here all the time,"
dry as it may seem. The budget says Tartt. "If the FedEx guy comes
office allotted the post office and dumps off a load of 300 pack$40,000 for student wages for the ages, they need to be dealt with
fiscal year, which runs from July right away." It's also important, he
2005 to June 2006. The post office says, to have a balance of men and
continued from page 3

continued from page 3
any direct action against the students.
There were, however, two campus
security guards, ensuring that property would not be damaged. One of the
more pertinent concerns students
held was the counterproductive
nature of the 24-hour zones, which
students feel are too small and overcrowded. The organizers hope to further extend the library hours to 2:30
a.m., after which the'24-hoiir zone
would still remain open. According
to Contreras-Gould, "If the hours are
extended to 2:30 a.m., than there
would be fewer people crowding the
24-hour zones, creating a more productive environment." The students,
such as Daniel McElligott '09, agreed
with the proposed extension. "I feel
that extending library hours to 2:30
a.m. would be reasonable."

*• J

Charles Rua, the library's
Evening Circulation .Manager, was
present at the protest to comment on
the growing concerns of the students.
"I don't really see what [the protest]
is going to accomplish," he said. He
went on to address the impracticality
of extending library hours, bringing
up various issues. "To extend the
library hours to 2:30 a.m., we will
have to hire an additional shift, which
would be difficult in our current
financial situation." Rua also showed
concern with property damage, a
constant anxiety of many librarians.
"Stuff disappears all the time.
Students sometimes just walk out
with books, even going as far to steal
computers."
Protest organizer Andrew Aydin
'06 argued that other schools have
made such a compromise for the students. "All the scboojjs^ip.., the
NESCAC, such as "Williams,
Amherst, Middlebury, have all compromised to extend their library for
the students." He went on to address
the library's concerns with security.
"If the [library administration] is concerned with security and property
damage ... but there are just as many
security guards as 4 p.m. as there are
at 1:00 a.m." Contreras-Gould adds,
"We all know how to take care of. this
library. Using fear of property damage as defense is not a good enough
excuse." The SGA hopes to use the
event to reach out to the higher echelons of power in the college. Aydin
. explains, "The security guards here
will complain to their supervisors,

opportunity to a better education.
Extending library hours would facilitate that."
Several of the organizers felt that
students would leave after the hours
went by. However, a dedicated number of students remained into the wee
hours of the morning. By 4 a.m., 24
students had decided to stay the
night. The SGA and the Student Life
Committee felt the protest was a
great success and Gottlieb states that
in tight of the accomplishment, "The
Student Life Committee and the SGA
would like to thank air those who
attended Wednesday night's sit-in for
a terrific turnout and for supporting
our goal of higher academics at
Trinity College."

SGA Minutes - Apr 24
I. Approval of Last Week's Minutes
II. Approval of the Agenda
III. President Report
a. U-Pass
i. Renewal approved
IV. Vice President Reports
a. Will
i. Greek Week last week, event on cave patio
ii. Hip-Hop festival was successful
b. Rob
i. Approved budgets for WRTC, TCERT, and TCAC
c.Anthony
i. This Saturday l-3pm, Leadership exchange, bring
old and new executive board members
V. Committee Reports
a.ERC
i. Elections, 41 percent turnout, Devin elected
b. Campus Life
i. Protest in the Library
c. Campus Infrastructure
i. Sent another email to Sally Katz regarding flooded
area on campus, won't have answers until early summer, want to continue into next year
d. Academic Affairs
VI. Old Business
a. Recycling Bins
.
b. Constitution
;
.'.••.
i. Constitution approved

Saturday, April 29 at 11:01
; 200 Bloomfield Avenue, (Gengras Student Union-Parking @ Lot B)
Secure your career white securing the safety of the workfs greatest cHy.
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Campus Safety Report

MOCA Members Honored

The following events took
place between April 18 and
April 24 on campus:

APRIL 20
At 2:40 a.m., Campus Safety
received a report of a motor
self-development that can occur in
vehicle theft from the rear
APRIL 18
new environments such as one finds
At 7:18 p.m., Campus Safety parking lot at Anadama doron a campus like Trinity."
officers responded to a fire mitory. Officers were disThis sentiment was echoed by
alarm in Elton dormitory. A patched and spoke to students
Associate Dean of Students
smoke detector had been acti- who stated that the last time
Christopher Card who was honored
vated on the third floor. Upon they saw the vehicle was on
arrival, officers discovered April 17 at 7:30 p.m. The
"We should honor the men in our
students who had burnt toast. vehicle was a 1990 Acura.
The Hartford Fire Department The area was checked for the
own lives as well."
responded to the alarm. The vehicle with negative results.
—Lynda Ikejimba '09
room was aired out and the The student was notified to
alarm was reset. There were call the Hartford Police
Department. He registered a
no reports of injuries.
complaint of a stolen vehicle.
with an award for his Continuous bled to stand in their company."
The
Hartford
Police
APRIL
19
The event also marked the
Support and Guidance to Trinity's
Department is investigating
At
7:30
p.m.,
Campus
Safety
Men of Color. He stressed the induction of new MOCA officers,
received a complaint from a the incident.
importance of honoring those who when current chair Femi Faoye '08
student that stated that while
have worked to challenge the status handed over the reins to Germaine
he was watching a friendly
APRIL 21
quo at Trinity. "This is something Greene '08.and Alfonso Bui '08.
game of Softball, he had At 12:21 p.m., Campus Safety
that we need to do more regularly — Greene explained that Benitez's
placed his cell phone on a received a report of a motor
bench and minutes later real- vehicle theft on Summit
support and recognize those who are words inspired his vision about the
ized it was missing. The stu- Street. A student stated that he
making a difference day after day. I future of the organization saying that
dent said that he had noticed had parked his vehicle in front
am grateful for the recognition that "its not about me or even my fellow
several individuals around the on Summit Street in front of
bleacher area but did not Summit Suites South. When
observe anyone taking the cell he came out the next day he
phone, which was a silver noticed that the vehicle was
Samsung. A report was made vandalized. Upon closer
continued from page 3
here, the administration will take us individual basis. It has given me a to Campus Safety and the stuinspection the student found
seriously."
real pulse to the campus - being so dent was notified to call the
that the passenger side winTrinity will have to get used to over
Although he has never served on close to the students."
Hartford Police Department.
dow had been shattered and
the next few years. That being said, the SGA, Romanul points to other
Myers, on the other hand, has
his radio was missing. A com48 classes is a lot of classes and
At 6:38 p.m., Campus Safety plaint was made with the
although SGA does not have control
"Budget cuts are something that
received a complaint from a Hartford Police Department.
over the administration's budget, it is
student living in Norfham
Trinity will have to get used to
Towers that his vehicle had
the voice of the students," said
APRIL 22
over the next few years."
been broken into. A 2001 Ford At 5:42 a.m., Campus Safety
Myers, who plans on creating" an
had been parked in the officers responded to a fire
open forum consisting of a mixture
—Executive Vice-President
Summit Street lot and when alarm at Wneaton dormitory.
of administration and student reprethe
student returned to the lot A shunt had been pulled on
Luvean
Myers
'07
sentatives to address concerns about
she found that the front grill the first floor. The Hartford
classes and future budget cuts. "I
panel was missing from the Police Department responded,
can't promise that it will change any- experiences for his qualifications, student government experience. She car. There was no other damas did the Hartford Fire
thing but when the students start such as being a Resident Assistant has been an SGA Senator for the last age to the vehicle. A comDepartment. Everyone was
showing an interest in what classes for two years. " It has allowed me to year and a half and she has been vice plaint was filed with the
asked to leave the building.
are cut and what happens with the work one on one with students and president and acting president of the Hartford Police Department,
There was no smoke or fire.
which is investigating the The Hartford Fire Department
laige amount of rnjoijey we pay to go $ee what people's needs are on an Class of 2007.
incident at this time.
reset the alarm.
continuedfrom page 3

MOCA afforded me in presenting
me with the award. And I accept it
on behalf of my other colleagues
who are also doing great work in
recruiting and supporting our students of color. All the students who
received recognition at the dinner
deserve much more, and I am hum-

executive Board members. Its about
tradition and making sure MOCA
leaves a good impression on the
Hartford community. I'm not concerned about being a good Co-chair
or if my every move shifts MOCA
into the proper direction. As students
of Trinity College we only get four
years to leave our mark on this campus. "
Lynda Ikejimba '09 of MOCA
was very confident about the success
of the event. "I thought the dinner
went very, very smoothly. Things
fell into place well, we got emotional, and I truly believe that everyone
enjoyed themselves. It wasn't too
serious, but it was still professional.
I felt like the speaker made a good
point of honoring our forefathers, the
black men who have helped shaped
this nation, yet still kept the message
close to home. That is, we should
honor the men in our own lives as
well."

Romanul to Serve as President
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Library Protesters
Were Misguided
By ED WALTERS
OPINIONS EDITOR

sane. Student demand is simply not
that high. In terms of comparisons to
other NESCACs, as it stands, we're
Early last week, a Facebook invi- the only school in the entire league tation (if you don't understand what including the larger research universithis is, ask a friend) flitted across the ty Tufts - that has a 24-hour zone. In
monitors of countless Trinity students. terms of regular library hours being ]
Entitled the "Secret Student Protest extended, only. Williams and
Rally," the event was scheduled to Wesleyan have longer library hours
start on Wednesday, April 19 at 11:45 than we do, closing at 2:30'a.m. and 2
a.m. respectively. Every other school,
p.m.
I like protests. What would this from Tufts to Amherst, from Williams
one be about? The hockeyrink?The to Middlebury to Bowdoin, closes
merit scholarships? The Iraq War? their doors at the same time that we
Intrigued, I clicked the link and read do: 1 a.m.
on:
With several of those schools
"Come sit-in in the Englehart awash in cash, exceptionally motivatReading Room on Wednesday night, ed students, and in some cases, even
April 19th in a protest of our unaccept- graduate students, you would think
able library hours and our administra- some would have much longer library
tion's tendency to ignore the student hours than Trinity does. Yet they
body's voice concerning academic don't.
affairs such as library use and Tutorial
Probably, these other college
College. So come to the library on administrators came to the same conWednesday night, bring your home- clusion reached here: there is not
work, bring a pillow, and refuse to enough demand to make such a policy
leave when they try to kick us out into cost effective. And on a slightly more
the 24-hour zone!"
basic level, at two in the morning, perMaybe it's just me, but whenever I haps these administrators expect that
see exclamation points traipsing out- students will act like real people and
side the merry realm of dialogue, they use their rooms. Or, that students will
seem either slightly crazy or slightly act like the adults they aspire to be and
silly. The last line of this invitation plan out their day in such a way that fci
suggests a bit of both: "[we'll] refuse they don't need to be working in the
to leave when they try to kick us out library at four in the morning. Or, here
into the 24-hour zone!" I read this line at Trinity, students, if they absolutely JOOCS' StatC Of t h e
over several times. Did they mean must be in the library, will use the 24_ -j,
, j .
"Kick us out of the 24-hour zone that hour zone. Speaking from personal
College n e e d e d tO
we were going to create through our experience, I have never seen the 24Speak tO StlldentS
hour zone cpwdod. Ever. Hell, apart
from exam weeks, I've rarely seen any
are they protesting? Moreover, if portion of the library crowded.
OPINIONS EDITOR
So that's the Student Life
these people are protesting the
Administration ignoring their voices, Committee's first reason for protestPresident Jimmy Jones' State of
the College address on Wednesday,
why stage a secret student protest? ing. It seems moronic.
In terms of the other stated inten- April 19 was an eye-opening event
Doesn't that defeat the purpose?
Looks like. we're in bat country, tion of the sit-in, to protest Tutorial for me. It was the first time that I
College being cut, I honestly just don't became consciously aware that the
friends.
It's tempting to write off the invi- understand why it's being lumped administration had other things to
tation, and the ensuing protest, as sim- together with a request for longer worry about than our (students)
ply one great big windmill hunt, or library hours. The only substantive needs. President Jones spoke of
even worse, as one great big ego trip. connection I can think of is the money issues, for the most part, not of conBut as a protest's sole function is to that both things would require. And of sequence to the students but rather to
spark discussion and attention to a course, the relatively small proportion faculty and staff— those people who
specific issue, let's humor the "Secret of the student body that would actual- are losing their raises, pensions, and,
Student Protest Rally" and examine ly benefit from either policy being in some cases, their jobs, because of
both its stated mission and its execu- changed.
Now I don't profess to know much
tion.
The
Student
Government about Tutorial College, but after
Association Student Life Committee, attending both President Jones' speech
the creator of the Facebook protest, on the state of Trinity last Wednesday
accuses the administration of ignoring and reading former Tutorial College
students' requests for longer library member David Calder's article in the
hours. Yet, on November 7, 2005, a Tripod last week, there seem to be sevbit more than a month into our aca- eral clear reasons why it's being susdemic fall terra, and more than five pended next year. Without getting into
months before this new protest, the a debate over the merits of the proInterim Dean of the Faculty Professor gram itself, perhaps the most comKirkpatrick wrote to the student body: pelling reason why it's being suspend- what Jimmy Jones says is "not a fis"After listening to the concerns ed is the simple fact that we're in a cal crisis."
As I listened to his speech at first
expressed by a number of students and financial hole deeper than the
following a careful review of access Marianas Trench. And I'm not sure I was understanding; of course he
needs based on the research and study how a super secret "protest rally" in has to deal with the faculty and staff
requirements of our students as well as the library convinces anyone that in his speech first. In many cases,
Tutorial CoEege should stay. The they have more to lose and the issues
the security of students, staff, and
energy expended might have been the students are concerned with will
library resources, the Raether LITC
focused in a slightly more productive be discussed after. As his speech
will implement a new access policy
way.
progressed, however, it became
[in which]... the hours for the 24-hour
As things stand, the Student Life more and more obvious that the
zone will be extended 24/7 throughout
the Academic Year. [FurthermoreJ Committee and the associated protest- president was not going to directly
the Library will extend its Sunday and ers seems to be protesting absolutely address the students in his speech.
nothing. They are protesting for the This prompted me to ask the quesSaturday opening hours."
sake of protesting. We already have tion directly following his speech:
excellent library heiKSHad I find j t "Who's talking to the students?" "
Tire answer- actually surprised
Committee doing if, apparently, the hard to believe that Tutorial CoEege
coEective voice of the student body will be reinstated because of a sit-in. me. President Jones seemed genorH five months ago ando library Everyone is entirely too aware of what uinely unaware that he would have
••"'"h; are designed to to address student concerns at the
hours were, in fact, exfenttea.'
is
going
oh;
pro">i»"
~
—oor>Vi but informed me that the folmore do they want? The entire library
open 24 hours a day? Budget crisis
lowing day he wouia w
see REBELS on page 8
aside, that's neither cost effective nor

Jones Hears College Concerns

the students, probably one that
should be filled by the Student
Government Association, but as we
all know the SGA is a useless entity
in its current form. I personally
KMMN
Affairs and
applaud the administration for startKathleen BoeEiouwer invited me to ing to reach out to the students
join the two News Editors in the despite the lack of a competent student organization at the other end to
meeting.
My view of the administration do the same thing.
First, however, the administrawas seriously altered in the last
week because of these events. It tors need to realize a few things.
may surprise people to find that the Despite the fact that many of us are
administration is not comprised of a intelligent and concerned about
bunch of fogies listening to Bobby Trinity, many of us are also uninDarren and The Andrews Sisters formed, angry and looking for some(gotta love that Boogie Woogie one to lash out at because our classBugle Boy of Company B). At the es are being cut. President Jones
meeting, President Jones and Deans needs to be prepared for attacks from
Alford and Kirkpatrick actually students if he really wants to address
seemed aware of many student con- us; the art of diplomacy that the president practices very well is not yet
ingrained in- some of us.
Additionally, the fact that at our
meeting when I inquired as to what
Cornerstones really was President
Jones directed me to the
Cornerstones web site, this was not
encouraging. I have the patience to
go to the Cornerstones web site and
read about the project but many of
you don't — and really have too much
to do to dig around the web site finding out what the Cornerstones projcerns, but were confused as to how ect is up to these days.
to approach and talk to us (a problem
that many student organizations also
The town hall meeting President
face here at Trinity). After a fruitful Jones set up is tentatively set up to
discussion, we came to realize that be at 6:30 p.m. in the Washington
the best way for President Jones and Room on Thursday, May 4.
the administration would be for him Hopefully most of us will have
to stage a town hall meeting, some- sobered up by then and hopefully thing very similar to the the State of we - instead of resorting to the
the College address except geared "hearsay and rumor" that Jimmy
toward students rather than faculty.
Jones says that he will not respond to
What really struck me is how — will ask specific and direct quesinvested the administration is in the tions so that we don't have to
future of Trinity. If one really thinks assume, for example, that we are
about it this makes complete sense, being cheated out of library hours
but if you listen to people like the when we in fact have longer library
library protesters (see Ed Walters' hours than Yale University.
article) you might believe that the
If there are only 20 students at
students and the administration are this town haE meeting, I think that
on different sides. That is simply not the administration should consider it
true. There is, however, a severe a success, especially on a campus
gap between the administration and like Trinity College.
w

^ ^ e Tripod News Editors to discuss this very question. As a lowly
Opinions Editor I, of course, was not
invited, that is until the end of the Q

President Jones spoke of issues ...
not of consequence to the students hut rather to faculty and
staff- those people who are losing their raises, pensions, and, in
some cases, their jobs

r
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President Jones
Answers
Students'
Questions
"What do you hope students
gained from your State of
the College address? What
is the central, most important message that you had
hoped to get across?"

Since my wife and I first
arrived at Trinity, it is true
that I have had to grapple
with a fact from which I as
president could not flinch:
that the College had for
some years been spending
more each year than it had in revenue. I often think of
schools in the same manner as I think about families.
One can judge a family's true values not by how the family does when everything goes perfectly (admittedly, a
rare event) but by how the family reacts when things do
not go as one would have either planned or hoped.
hi the last 10 years, remarkable things have occurred
on Trinity's campus, as I tried to note in the address last
Wednesday, delivered at two times so that as many members of our community as possible might hear the address'
and be able to ask questions or make comments as needed. Trinity engaged south Hartford by the Learning
Corridor initiative, a stunning building was built for
admissions, financial aid, and career serves. The Summit
residence halls were constructed. The Northam Arch was
conceived. Landscaping was improved. The Chapel,
having fallen prey to the decades, had to be shorn up.
Programs were added across the board.
No one could argue against repairing the Chapel, or
building the buildings, or redoing the plantings, or trying
to improve our offerings. But at the end of the day, each
of us would have to admit, given the financials, that
Trinity overreached and under funded these initiatives.
Schools across the country, as the Hartford Courant
noted in its front-page article on Friday morning, have to
cope with financial realities. I think of these realities as
budgets hit by unforeseen meteors that just come streaking out of the sky and hit home. Two of the biggest
financial meteors that have hit Trinity's budget are the
escaiation of health care benefits for faculty and staff and
the abrupt rise in utility costs. In the first instance,
Trinity had to engage a 22 percent increase in health care
benefits for our faculty and staff. This jolt was softened
by five percent by recommendations to me from the faculty's Financial Affairs Committee that would increase,
slightly, co-pays and premiums by shifting five percent
of the increase to individual members of our community.
But that left a staggering 17 percent increase unfunded.
We funded the increase in the budget that goes into effect
on July 1, 2006 for the next fiscal year because we felt
that doing so was the right thing to do. In the second
instance, we had no choice but to increase the utility
budget by two million dollars in order to cover what we
now project would be the actual costs to the College in
the next fiscal year.
As each of us knows in our own families, when
finances get stretched, choices have to be made. And
sometimes those choices are unavoidable, as is the case
here at this time in Trinity's history. Whatever we do,
there will be voices opposed to the decisions. This is a
simple reality. Individuals will have different, most often
opposing, views of what should be cut, by whom, and
how. In the academic budget, by far the largest inside the
operating budget of the College, between five percent
and six percent of the courses offered will be lowered
because of our over-reliance on adjuncts. This decrease
may well mean that departments will have to look carefully at the full panoply of courses offered our students,
but the quality of the undergraduate experience at Trinity
should remain sound.
We now move forward, in what I have taken to calling Phase Three, to produce five-year financial forecasts
with which we can plan more carefully for Trinity's
financial future. The reactions I have had from last
Wednesday continue to impress me with the dedication
my colleagues on the faculty and staff have for this venerable College of ours.
President Jones will be holding a speech followed by a
Q & A session specifically for student concerns on
Thursday, May 4th, at 6:30 pm in Mather HalL

Please send any questions for President Jimmy
Jonestoiripod@trincoH.edu

A Draft May be Necessary
By SAN-EOU LAN
STAFF WRITER
The fearful prospect of a national
draft is not a novel one. The dread of
conscription has plagued the nation
ever since its inception. From the draft
riots in New York during the Civil
War to the hotly contested draft
protests of the Vietnam War, the
United States bears the scars of this
failed convention. America's occupation of Iraq has once again brought up
the issue of conscription. Both
Democrats and Republicans howl in
protest if the issue is ever brought up
because the failure of the Vietnam
draft is embedded in their minds. It
must be noted, however, that
American troops are there to stay in
Iraq. Although the war was carried out
in a terrible fashion, the United States
must make the commitment to finish
the job the government started.
That being said, it is clear that the
failure of the military in Iraq is related
to the fact that America has an all-volunteer army. The American, army has
dwindled in size over the past
decades, ever since the fiasco of the
Vietnam War. America's all-volunteer
military simply cannot deploy and
sustain enough troops to succeed in
places tike Iraq while still deterring
threats elsewhere in the world. Simply
adding more troops, a solution currently used, may sound like a good
solution. America does not need a bigger standing army; it needs a deep
bench of trained soldiers held in
reserve who can be mobilized to handle the unpredictable but inevitable
wars and humanitarian interventions
of the future.

at how many units the U.S. could theoretically put on the ground. With the
mobilization of every active and
reserve soldier, that would roughly be
600,000 troops. Given the need to
withhold troops for deterrence purposes, the Pentagon had perhaps 400,000
troops available for the invasion.
Yet even that number is not correct, as that figure includes specialized
fields that are of little or no use in
desert warfare or peacekeeping — offloading equipment hi sea ports, for
instance. Therefore the figure is
decreased to approximately 250,000
to 300,000. In addition, these troops
would consist of the initial force, not
the number that could not have been
sustained there for no longer than two
years. Taking the need for rotations
into account, then, the U.S. military
can handle around 80,000 troops in
Iraq at any one time. Keeping so many
troops, however, would risk lowering
morale, destroying America's all-volunteer army. It would have been like
plowing a field with a Ferrari; it could
have been done, but only once.
Therefore, the actual number on the
ground has averaged 133,286 for the
last two years.
Even with such figures, the military is still in jeopardy. The military
has even necessitated calhng up all 15
of the National Guard's enhanced
readiness brigades, as well as poorlyresourced National Guard divisions
that have not been mobilized en masse
since the Korean War. America's army
has already been stretched to its limits,
which will be broken if another major
conflict were to arise, such as an
implosion of the North Korean
regime, a Chinese attack on Taiwan,
or some other humanitarian nightmare.

A modernized draft, however,
would demand that the privileged participate. Minorities comprise 38 perTheoretically, America has severcent the military, compared to the 30 al options to resolve the military bind,
percent minorities that compose the The first option is to convince other
nation. A draft would ensure that the countries to share the burden in Iraq.
current situation in Iraq, as well as Even if the security situation in Iraq
conflicts in the future, will not be "a and the administration elected to share
rich man's war, but a poor man's decision-making in Iraq, European
fight." A national draft would give all leaders are wary of supporting a war
who serve a choice over how they they vehemently opposed. A second
serve. It would provide the military, solution would to rely more on milion a "just in time" basis, large num- tary contractors, usage of which has
bers of deployable ground troops.
exploded in recent years. However, it
Before addressing the outline of a is one thing to contract truck drivers; it
potential draft, it must first be argued is another to contract security forces,
why the current deployment is insuffi- or even worse, interrogation linguists.
cient. Although the U.S. military is In addition, is not necessarily cheaper
comprised of 1.4 million active-duty to contract forces than it is to maintain
troops, 870,900 reservists, and the military. Many have suggested a
110,000 individual ready reservists, an complete overhaul of the armed
Iraq deployment has never exceeded forces, including a downsizing of the
153,000 ground personnel. First, the Navy, and redeploying tens of thouentire Navy and Air Force must be sands of troops into "soldier-centric"
deducted from the count; the Iraq units capable of doing everything
occupation has always been a ground from humanitarian relief to combat
war, hence an Army and Marine oper- patrol. Although this would solve the
ation. Next, consider that the United current problem, there will come a day
States sends into combat not individ- when a war arrives which requires all
ual soldiers, but units, complete with kinds of combat power - from large
unit equipment sets, unit leaders, and land-based formations to ships capaan organizational structure. Instead of ble of sailing through the Taiwan
counting individual soldiers — a Strait to legions of peacekeepers. The
meaningless exercise -- one must look military cannot afford to build addi-

tional capability by shifting troops
around; at some point, the Army must
genuinely increase in actual troop
numbers. A fourth option, and the
most obvious one, would be to simply
increase the size of the active-duty
force. With the pool of potential soldiers drastically declining, and the
military cutting back on requirements
to join, this is simply not possible.
The United States does not need a
massive standing military all the time.
What America needs in terms of an
army is a highly trained professional
force of a certain size — what we have
now is fine — supported with a massive surge capacity for times of emergency. The draft situation of the
Vietnam War, a lottery with no
exemptions for college students, was a
disaster, providing the military with a
force of less-than-motivated troops. A
better solution would be to fix the
weaknesses of the all-volunteer force
without undermining its strengths.
Instead of a lottery, the federal
government should impose a requirement that no four-year college or university be allowed to accept a student,
male or female, unless that student
had completed a 12-month to twoyear service. Unlike the old-fashioned
draft, this 21st-century service
requirement would provide the vital
element of personal choice. Students
could choose from myriad options,
including Americorps (tutoring disadvantaged
children),
Homeland
Security, or the military. Whichever
option they choose, all who serve
would receive stipends and G.I. Billtype college grants. Those signing up
for longer and riskier duty would
receive higher pay and larger college
grants. Even if only 10 percent of one
million young people who annually
start at a higher education institution,
; the „ armed forces would receive
100,000 fresh recruits every year.
These troops would not be the disgruntled soldiers of the Vietnam War.
Those who choose to serve in the military as opposed to the other fields
would be more motivated, and being
college-bound, they would - to a
greater extent than your average volunteer recruit — the savvy and inclination to pick up foreign languages and
other skills needed for peacekeeping.
A 21 st-century draft would have a
series of benefits for society. It would
instill a new ethic of service in that
sector of society, the college-bound,
most likely to , reap the: fruits .of
American prosperity. It would mobilize an army of young people for vital
domestic missions, such as helping
senior citizens in their daily tasks. If
America wishes to retain the crown of
global leadership, it must develop a
military structure capable of persevering under these circumstances.
Although many, including most
Trinity students, will howl at this proposal, it is a necessary one, and I for
one am willing to suffer the jeers to
provide an alternative to the current
situation. •

Rebels Without a Cause or Clue
continuedfrom page 7
illuminate previously unacknowledged problems. The only thing this
protest has done is illuminate all the
time people have on their hands. And
all the time they're willing to waste.
I saw about 50 students at the
library this past Wednesday night participating in the "protest." None of
them were using the library to study.
They were socializing and eating
pizza. By 4 a.m., about five girls were
left, all asleep, in the morning, library
staff found condoms, whiskey, and
used pizza boxes where the protest
had taken place.
T f —
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anytmng, this only further

undermines this stupid protest's case.
If they can budget time for a protest at
12 a.m., they can budget for studying
or checking out books before 1 a.m.
Through their protest, all that the
Student Life Committee has demonstrated is that they are either severely
uninformed as to library hours and
budgetary considerations, or far
worse, that they're attention craving
whores with no ideological compass
and no common sense.
I see no other rational explanation,
behind their behavior. There is no
moral urgency and there is certainlv
no pragmatism " " i V ' .
, '.~J •
..^•.u wiinin their complaints
or requests, which is interesting, as
they chose to accompany their

Facebook invitation with a picture of
students protesting the Vietnam War.
It is protests of this sort that damage, by association, organizations like
the SGA, and other valuable protests
in general. They become viewed as a
collection of egotistical blowhards
instead of a collection of socially and
scholastically minded individuals. It
truly is hard to take anything the SGA does seriously when it attaches its
name to protests such as these.
Particularly when the SGA President
himself, Narin Prum'Ofi =w<—'-~"r':"
f^n

•

:-•—•'"

- - , CMOUOSS the

iuuowing inspiring comment to the
invitation:
"I'm bringing poker cards and
chips!"
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Trin Must Opt out of Rankings Free Speech not
Often Free in China
By BEN SCHACHT
OPINIONS WRITER

The recent budget crisis has
caused quite a bit of hand wringing
over the fate of Trinity's standing in
the U.S. News and World Report college rankings. Already teetering precariously at number 25, Trinity risks
dropping precious places as individual budgets are cut across the board.
It is conventional wisdom that the
U.S. News and World Report rankings are extremely influential, playing a large role in the talent of each
new applicant pool, and many are
left wondering what Trinity should
do to counteract the potential disaster of slipping below number 25.
But surprisingly, the answer is
much simpler than it may appear:
boycott the U.S. News rankings altogether. This solution seems outrageous, I know; however, boycotting
the rankings carries many advan-

"[We should]
boycott the
U.S. News
Rankings altogether."
tages. First, and most importantly,
the U.S. News rankings play an
insidious role in socioeconomic discrimination in higher education.
Second, Trinity could carve out a
place for itself as an alternative college, unwilling to capitulate to the
demands of an unfair and inaccurate
ratings system.

U.S. News relies overwhelmingly on SAT scores as an indicator of a
college's worth, and SAT scores are
demonstrably skewed to favor affluent students. The more money a student's parents earn, the more likely it
is the student attends a good high
school and has access to innumerable SAT preparatory classes and
resources. In fact, studies show that
SAT scores correlate more closely
with family income than grades in
college, the category they were
designed to measure. Because colleges are heavily invested in their
U.S. News rankings, they recruit students with higher SAT scores and, in
turn, discriminate against students
with lower ones — students who simply do not come from as much
money as others.
Ok, but this is old news, we have
known that SAT scores are no good
for a long time, and, despite the time
high school students spend poring
over college rankings, we know that
the ranking system is bunk too.
However, the catch is that the U.S.
News rankings take money away
from financial aid and put it toward
merit-based scholarships that favor
more affluent students. Economist
Robert Kuttner sums it up thus:
"[TJoday's 'merit scholarships'
are primarily bait to attract students
with very high SAT scores who don't
need the aid. The flip side is less aid
available to students from less affluent families, who can't attend college
without aid, or who must sacrifice
academic work to paid jobs, or who
graduate with staggering debt
loads."
Moreover, as tuition continues to

rise, lower and middle class students
are doubly discriminated against:
diminished financial aid budgets on
top of higher tuition.
Trinity should stop participating
in such a slanted, discriminatory system. It is nearly impossible for

"Trinity
should stop
participating
in such a
slanted, discriminatory
system."
many to imagine higher education
outside the familiar world of U.S.
News.
At first glance, it may seem
impossible to recruit talented students without the help of a good
ranking. But this does not have to be
the case. Trinity could make a statement against the rankings system
and thereby carve out a space as an
alternative college, willing to take a
stand and pursue education in a genuine way. A well-known college like
Trinity could make big news by
making such a statement, and
undoubtedly this press could give
Trinity the advantage of articulating
a vision for alternative college education. Lest this seem a mere fantasy, for several years now Reed
College in Oregon has refused to
cooperate with U.S. News, and it has
seen anything but failure. Trinity
should follow Reed's example and
boycott this sham of a system.

Along the Long Walk
What did you think of the Hip Hop Festival?

'I really liked it. It was a good alternate to the
usual frat scene."
LAURA KING
CLASS OF 2006

"What I saw was good."
PATRICK CAHILL
CLASS OF 2006

"I saw about three different performers. They
were bad-ass. The social activism in the lyrics
was great and dancing is always fun!"
JILLHOCKETT
CLASS OF 2007

'The graffiti was great!"
GABEHORNUNG
CLASS OF 2007

1999, the PRC has forbidden the
practice of Falun Gong. As is the
case with any popular ideology outLast week, with President Bush side of that advocated by the PRC,
at his side, Chinese President Hu it posed a "threat" that needed to be
Jintao opened his speech at the suppressed before it could spread
White House with a few innocuous further. Among the numerous web
comments on the mild weather. sites that have been blocked by the
However, the bland beginning was Party are sites that provide informagiven the Emiril Lagasse treatment tion on Falun Gong {including
when a heckler shrieked out in Wikipedia). The censorship is far
protest from the media box. from being the most objectionable
According to an April 21 Reuters action taken by the Chinese governarticle, Wang Wenyi, a 47 year old ment. The accusations leveled by
member of the Falun Gong spiritual followers against the government
movement, shouted, "President Hu, are far graver and deeply disturbyour days are numbered. President ing.
Bush, make him stop persecuting
The most horrifying accusaFalun Gong." The woman has since tions against the PRC include
been convicted and charged with claims that the Chinese government
"harassing, intimidating and threat- has harvested organs from convictening a foreign official." She faces ed Falun Gong followers. The govup to six months in jail for what she ernment has been accused by Falun
described as "an act of conscience." Gong advocates of throwing thouDespite the repercussions sands, if not millions, of convicts
Wenyi faces for her actions, she into concentration camps darkly
was largely successful in bringing reminiscent of those used by the
attention to the Falun Gong move- Nazis at Auschwitz and Dachau.
ment which, up until now, had While these claims have yet to be
received little attention from the verified, it is largely accepted by
international
community,
American Press. Before going fur- the
ther, it is important to first shed including the United States governsome light on the nature of the prac- ment, that the PRC is guilty of a
number of human rights abuses in
tice.
Though there is no shortage of their actions against the Falun
information on Falun Gong avail- Gong.
In President Hu's defense, the
able on the internet, the veracity of
such information is questionable at persecution of the Falun Gong was
best. Advocates characterize Falun chiefly an act begun by his predeGong as a peaceful spiritual move- cessor, Jiang Zemin. However, Hu
ment unjustly persecuted by the has not made any decisive efforts to
Chinese Communist Party. Critics call an end to the persecution, and
argue that the Falun Gong is a cult that inaction is almost as incrimithat advocates practices which have nating as calling for the suppression
proven to be lethal for some of its in the first place. In light of this,
'&tl8w$tir*tA troth, neither depic- tfie paradoxical nature of the United
tion is completely true, nor is either States' relationship with China is
apparent.
total fabrication.
Though ideally the President of
According to a Congressional
Research Service (CRS) report the United States should have
issued January 23, 2004, the prac- addressed the Falun Gong issue,
tice and beliefs of Falun Gong "are unfortunately, the reality of the sitderived from qigong, a set of move- uation makes doing so challenging,
ments that stimulate the flow of qi particularly for the diplomatically
- vital energies or "life forces" — inept. The rate of China's economthroughout the body, and Buddhist ic growth in recent years has been
and Daoist concepts. Falun Gong truly mind boggling. At the same
upholds three main virtues — truth- time, the Bush Administration has
fulness, compassion, and forbear- succeeded in turning our budget
ance — and warns against material- surplus into a deficit unprecedented
ism and "moral degeneration." in magnitude. Should China decide
Thanks to Li Hongzhi, a veritable to call for repayment on even a porFalun Gong svengali, the move- tion of the money that we owe them
ment quickly spread throughout at this point, we would be, in a
word, screwed.
So staying in
China in the early 1990s.
Though seemingly harmless, China's good graces is definitely in
not all of the tenets of Falun Gong our best interests, both economicalare absent from any negative impli- ly and also in light of the paucity of
cations. The Falun Gong shun con- the remaining allies we have to supventional medicine, and this aver- port us.
sion has been cited as the cause of
So, then, is the United States
death for a number of followers right to essentially ignore the
from otherwise easily treated ail- human rights abuses in China?
ments. The strict adherence to such
This is surely not the first time
doctrines, combined with the rever- the Administration has been guilty
ence of Falun Gong practitioners of doing so (think Darfur).
for their spiritual leader, Li However, until we have a leader at
Hongzhi, has led some critics to the helm who is able to strike a balassess that the movement is a cult. ance between diplomacy and
Yet, experts have not reached a con- authority, taking action that would
sensus on the matter, particularly require such skills would most likesince the movement advocates ly .yield disastrous results. In the
peace rather than violence to meantime, hopefully the attention
achieve their objectives. The CRS garnered by Ms. Wenyi will lead to
noted that those objectives are more decisive measures by the
"limited in scope ... [adherents United Nations. And maybe hell
claim] that they have no political will open its first ice skating rink
agenda beyond protecting the con- next month.
stitutional rights of practitioners
It goes against my deepest conand'that they receive little direction victions to argue that the United
from Master Li."
States should not act more proacThe danger that the Falun Gong tively to bring this injustice to an
poses to itself pales in comparison end. Yet, to rely on the Bush
to that posed by the Communist Administration to do so would be to
government of the People's (no pun intended) release the
Republic of China (PRC). Since proverbial bull in the China Shop.
By KATE G R E L L E
STAFF WRITER

Thou Shall Remember
i^HHk

Thursday,
April 27, 2006
4:30 p.m.

Trinity College Hillel
Zachs Hillel House
74 Vernon Street
Hartford, CT
Alvin Corwin served as captain in an anti-aircraft unit during World War II
and was awarded the Bronze Star. He was one of the liberators of the Frodenhein
Labor Camp and was the commander of displaced persons camps in Germany
after the WWII. Corwin is the Executive Director of Investments for Oppenheimer
and Co. in New York. He is a past national president of the National Federation
of Temple Brotherhoods, a past national chancellor of the Jewish Chautauqua
Society, served as vice-president and Brotherhood president of his synagogue,
and has been honored by the United Jewish Appeal.
Free and open to the public.
Reception to follow presentation.
For more information, please call 297-4195.
For driving directions, click on www.trincoll.edu/hillel.
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An Evening of Poetry in Honor of Beloved Fred Pfeil
By KATIE DALLY
FEATURES CONTRIBUTOR
Trinity's
Beloved
English
Professor Fred Pfeil was honored
with an evening of poems entitled
"Pulling The Head Away From Fire"
this past Thursday. Friends, fellow
faculty, and students joined together
to remember Pfeil's legacy and share
some of his favorite poems. Upon
arrival, every audience member or
participant received a book of the
poems read that evening — a collection entitled "What They Tell You
To Forget" -- and clearly overwhelming care and dedication were
put into a memorable evening of
remembering Pfeil.
Trinity English Professor Liz
Libbey spearheaded the memorial
evening along with Pfeil's wife, Elli
Findly, of Trinity's Religion
Department. In welcoming the
audience and readers, Libbey
explained how the diverse collection
of 48 poems that would be shared
was a selection of just some of
Pfeil's favorite poems. She said
that, to Pfeil, "poems were the
entrees of choice on the life table ...
some are good tasting, or leave a
bad taste." The myriad of poems
shared reflected this broad spectrum; both lively springtime
romance poems and darker verses
on topics of war and death were
shared Thursday evening.
Findly opened the reading with
an invocation, and read the first and
last stanzas from one of Pfeil's
favorite Buddhist prayers, the Hsin

Hsin Ming. The Hsin Hsin Ming is
actually comprised of about 30 stanzas, and while Findly read only two,
she did acknowledge with pride that
Pfeil had memorized and could
recite the prayer in its entirety.
English Professor Lucy Ferriss
also read early in the program, and
shared a poem called "The Dream,"
which was written by Pfeil, which
she noted that she had read at his

Susan Masino, a third-year professor of both Psychology and
Neuroscience, welcomed students
to the Psi Chi induction ceremony
on Wednesday afternoon.
She
began by explaining that becoming
a member of Psi Chi, the national
honor society in psychology, is a
great honor and distinction that
will last a lifetime.
Since its creation in 1929, Psi
Chi hopes to "encourage, stimulate, and maintain excellence in
scholarship of the individual members in all fields, particularly psychology, and to advance the science of .psychology." Today, the

and us."
The poems carried a reflective
mood throughout the evening.
Many readers shared poems which
they personally connected to Pfeil,
through shared past experiences.
English Professor and poet Clare
Rossini read one of her own poems,
entitled "Man Crossing Street With
Eyes Closed," which was about
Pfeil. In the first of two pre-record-

S arii Lin
Professor Paul Lauter was one of the late Professor Fred Pfeil's colleagues who shared poetry at the Memorial Reading.

Psi Chi Inducts its
Newest Members
By GRIHA SINGLA
FEATURES WRITER

memorial service. In adding a personal touch to her interpretation of
the poem, Ferriss said that to her,
"after Fred passed away it suddenly
became clear." Immediately following Ferris, Poetry Center coordinator Pam Nomura read "Asking" by
Hu'u Thinh. She shared that her
selection felt appropriate for the
evening, because asking was "something Fred did a lot of, of himself

see TRINITY on page 13

Mtinrifcefeases ikltMade Up
By JENNY MOOR
FEATURES EDITOR

society welcomes graduate and
undergraduate students who are
pursuing psychology as one of
their major interests, even if the
student is not majoring in the subject of psychology. There are over
1,000 Psi Chi chapters in universities and colleges across the United
States and Canada.
In order to qualify for membership, undergraduates have to pass
certain requirements.
Students
must have completed at least their
third semester in college and have
finished nine . classes relating
specifically
to
psychology.
Students are also required to be in
the top 35 percent of their year and
see PSYCH on page 14

Since graduating from Trinity in
1993, Media awareness activist,
Audrey Brashich, has dedicated her
career to dispelling the detrimental
messages this industry can promote
among its female followers.
Currently, Brashich is on the board
of directors of Mind on the Media:
a non-profit organization that consults with national corporations on
creating programs which encourage
girls to cultivate healthy and realistic perspectives on beauty and body
image, in contrast to those generated by the media. Brashich is also
the author of a new book for teen
girls entitled "All Made Up: A
Girl's Guide to Seeing Through
Celebrity Hype and Celebrating
Real Beauty." Last week, Brashich
spoke to the Tripod about her experiences at Trinity and how they
enabled her post grad professional
pursuits.
Trinity Tripod: Could you give our
readers a general sense of your
recent publication, "All Made Up."
What is the main focus of the book?
What kind of audience are you targeting? What issues you are hoping
to address?

Sam Lin

Psi Chi inducts Trinity students who are accomplished in psychology.

ed segments of the evening, Tom
Molko and Margaret Gibson's voices were heard reading their own
poems: "Just Missing Fred" and
"Transparent." English Professor
Irene Papoulis also read one oi
Pfeil's original poems, called
"Generations," which was poignant
both in text and in recitation.
English Professor and Writing
Center Director Beverly Wall read a
poem by Wilfred Owen, "Dulce Et
Decorum Est," a fierce condemnation of war, which certainly referenced Pfeil's dedicated political
activism and deep-seeded views on
war.
Late in the program, Ferriss read
"Sonnet XXX" by Edna St. Vincent
Millay, a love poem which Ferriss
noted had been read at her wedding.
She did add, however, a note to
Pfeil: "I wish I could have heard you
read it, you would have read it
right." With melancholy, she also
stated that it made her regret the
conversations she never had with
Pfeil. Libbey also read a sadnesslaced sonnet, Rainer Maria Rilke's
"Sonnet XIII". She prefaced the
poem, which directly addresses
one's passing, with the highly appropriate Buddhist proverb that reads:
"All things are born of being, being
is bora of non-being."
One of the final readers of the
evening, vibrant English Professor
Francisco Goldman read "On
Angels" by Czeslaw Milosz and
"Jasmine" by Jane Hirschfteld. He

Audrey Btashich: To start, let me
say that I don't believe that there's
anything inherently wrong with
celebrity, modeling, being a pop
star, etc. However, I do think that
the spotlight needs to be broadened
to include women who've accomplished more than meeting commercially-driven beauty standards,
which is something the women
most frequently celebrated in the
media today have in common. All

Courtesy of Audrey Braschich

Audrey Brashich '93 majored in Modem Languages while at Trinity.
Made Up is a media literacy and
body image book for teen girls that
basically deconstructs the intersection between celebrity worship/status and contemporary definitions of
female success and beauty. It's not
meant to be a tour of the "dark side"
of fame or anything like that. It's
meant to raise questions about
which qualities our pop culture celebrates in women, and how girls
can make changes.
Let me also say that I was a teen
during the height of the Supermodel
Era, and it greatly affected me. I
wanted to be a model more than
anything else. Those were the

women who everyone knew (on a
first name basis, nonetheless!) and
who reportedly didn't get out of bed
for less than $10,000 a day. They
were praised and copied, and held
up as ideals. When I was younger, I
never thought much about the fact
that the same attention and ink in
the media wasn't given to other
accomplished women ... and it didn't bother me. I also didn't spend
much time wondering about where
my dreams came from, or what it
meant to want to be famous for
being thin and pretty when I had a
see AUDREY on page 12
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Audrey Brashich Recalls Trin
exposed to, is that it's very easy to
get derailed from their own natural
world of opportunities (good dreams, interests, talents because
schools, sports, extracurriculars, those things aren't rewarded in our
etc.) being handed to me. I saw the culture.
supermodel lifestyle and I wanted it
for myself.
Tripod: Is this your first book? How
After college, I started working long did it take you to write/get
at teen magazines like Sassy, YM published?
and Jump, where I was hoping to
make changes from within by pitch- Brashich: All Made Up is my first
ing really smart articles. I was book ... but as you can see the ideas
amazed by the amount of letters have been kicking around for a
that flooded in from all over the while. The actual writing took
country from teen girls who were about a year and a half, but that's
dreaming the same dream as I was. including all sorts of delays like
It didn't matter if the return address turning in a draft and waiting up to
on their envelopes revealed that six weeks, sometimes, for both my
they lived in an affluent suburb or a editor and publisher to read it and
rural area or in the inner city. So
many of them sent in their school
photos, or pictures snapped of them
in their backyards wearing a bikini,
with letters that read "Dear YM" or
"Dear Jump" etc. "I'm dying to be a
model (or actress or singer). Can
you help me?" And of course, it
wasn't that they were actually dying
to help sell clothes, or become legends on Broadway ... but rather that
they wanted the fame and life that
they see women in those professions leading. It's because they'd
see women who have the right look
and label enjoy the most unbelievable rewards: media attention,
astronomically high salaries, glamour and fame. And all that sends the
message that it pays better and it's make comments. So it's tough to
more fun and important to look and say what the "real time" would
act like this than possibly to pursue have been if I had just sat down to
other opportunities available to write it. That's also the difference
women. What young women need between non-fiction (which can
to know is that the media and the take more time due to interviews,
manufacturers that hire them have a research, fact checking, etc.) and
great financial stake in defining fiction (which an author might just
female beauty ai\d success in a way write from her imagination). The
tTaat benefits them. And since they actual time it took to leam to write
largely make the decisions of what a nori fiction book proposal, query
gets seen and what doesn't, they literary agents, get a book deal and
promote a look and a definition that write the book was more like a
takes a lot of time, money, services three year process all told.
and products to achieve. The problem for girls and young women Tripod; Can you tell me a little bit
ends up being that from a very early about your background in publishage, since these commercially-driv- ing up until this point?
en definitions are what they're
continuedfrom page 11

"This book
never would
have happened if
Trinity hadn't
let me create a
minor around
a topic that
interested
me."
— Audrey
Brashich

mm,

am

Courtesy of Audrey Brashich
Brashich's book,released nationwide on April 18th, has received rave reviews.

Brashich: My publishing background is directly related to my
time at Trinity. As a junior, I
designed a minor for myself called
Twentieth
Century
American
Studies, which included modern
history, sociology and a thesis. The
late Dean of Faculty Jan Cohn and
history professor Jack Chatfield
were my advisors. My thesis, which
was titled "Sassy: Corporate 'Zine"
looked at the representations of
women in the most popular teen
magazines of the time (Seventeen,
YM and Teen) and the paradigms of
femininity they set up. Then I compared them to Sassy (which was
around from the late 1980s through
the mid 1990s ... before the editors
went on to found Jane magazine),
and how it broke all the rules of the
teen genre by including feminist
and political content right alongside
cosmetic ads and fashion spreads.
Sassy ended up folding, but it was
hugely influential on teens and
women's magazines. All the other
magazines (Seventeen, YM, etc.)
co-opted its tone and content, and
wouldn't be the magazines they are
today (which in my opinion are a
mix of content and messages —
some quite positive and some not so
much) if Sassy hadn't existed.
After Trinity I worked as an
intern for a year at Sassy, where I
learned about reporting, researching, and fact checking. I then
earned a master's degree in
American Studies at Brown (where
I did more work on gender and cultural theoiy) before becoming an
editor at YM and later Jump. For a
time, I freelanced as an editor,
going in when magazines needed an
extra hand, and worked at
Seventeen, Self, Lucky and Bon
Appetit. Along the way, I also
became a freelance writer for teen!s
and women's magazines — which
gives me a little more freedom to
write about topics I care about. My
work has appeared in Elle Girl,
Teen People, Health, Ms., Shape,
Mademoiselle,
Ladies
Home
Journal, Elegant Bride and many
others. So now that's my day job.
I'm also working on my first novel.

Top io
Best Things About Spring Weekend
10. Mimosas in Mather are a totally appropriate
breakfast.
9. Mud wrestling on the LSC quad.
8. Getting lei-ed at the Cave Patio Luau.
7. Hookers and Blow at the Hall... no, really.
6. The one Saturday night of the year non-brothers can go to Psi U (at least it's easier for them to
get a ticket).
5. Drunk dialing all of your athlete friends who
are in-season and have to be in bed by 8:00 p.m.
4. Getting some natural healing from Guster's
"Medicine."
3. Black Star makes a come back with Talib
Kweli and Mos Def re-united.
2. Being drunk from Friday night until Monday
morning.
1. What happens on Spring Weekend stays on
Spring Weekend!!!

Did ydii see"tne issues addressed'in
your book manifest themselves on
this campus?

Brashich: I sort of hate to say cause
it makes me sound old, but things
have changed so much in the last 10
years. Even though I went to school
during the supermodel era, there
wasn't the same fascination over all
with all things celebrity. And the
Tripod: How did your professional demand to look like/act like a star
experiences, both earlier, in model- has intensified so much recently
ing, and post-graduating, in the that it makes me feel like my era
publishing industry," impact the cre- was pleasantly less concerned with
ation of this work?
some of these issues. Looking back,
we were pretty naive on these matBrashich: Well, I didn't have to do ters.
much modeling to kind of "see
through" it. For instance, I write Tripod: What was your undergraduabout an experience in my book ate experience like at Trinity? What
where I was working at J. Crew's was your major? What clubs,
first store the summer before com- organizations, etc. were you
ing to Trinity ... and the managers involved in?
asked me to do some modeling for
the company that was going to Brashich: I majored in Modern
appear in the New York Times. I Languages (French and German) at
jumped at the chance, because at Trinity ... and I had a lot of small
that time I still really wanted to be a classes, which - as I went on in my
model. One of the other people in academic career — I realized is so
the shoot was going to be this guy important. When I was at Brown as
who worked at Abercrombie, who a graduate student, I decided not to
I'd had a crush on all summer. I'd TA any classes because I wanted to
gotten friends to introduce us, but I spend my time on my own studies
didn't even register on his radar and I didn't really feel qualified, Yet
until I showed up at the shoot and my peers -- first year grad students
he realized I was "model." After — were doing a lot of teaching. I
that, he pestered me for the rest of thought that was weird because I
the summer to go out with him. definitely didn't know enough to
Stuff like that showed me that it's teach to students just a year or two
the label and the look that have the younger than me at that point —
status ... and I wanted to understand specially given the astronomical
why ... plus help other girls from costs of private colleges/universigetting caught up in it. So I wrote a ties. Without a doubt, I think the
book about it!
small liberal arts college model
works better ... and I really took
Tripod: You can certainly attribute advantage of that at Trinity. My
your "insider's perspective" to your senior year, I actually wrote two
professional experiences, but I'm theses -- my American studies
curious if your time at Trinity con- paper on Sassy and comp lit paper
tributed to this perspective as well? comparing two French and German

novels anH'Uarely took any classes.
All 1 did was write and meel with
my advisors. I loved it. Actually,
being a freelance writer, my schedule is pretty much the same now. I
write a lot, and talk with my editors.
Tripod: How do you feel your time
at Trinity prepared you for the professional pursuits you are involved
with now? For writing this book?
Brashich: This book never would
have happened if Trinity hadn't let
me create a minor around a topic
that interested me. I am very grateful that I was able to formalize my
interests into academic pursuits.
Plus, I got amazing academic and
emotional support from my advisors -- and other professors who
were simply interested in my topic.
That helped me to be successful
with my first big writing projects,
which made it seem not so daunting
or impossible to write a book.
Tripod: As an alumni, what advice,
insights, etc. would you offer to
current Trinity students?
Brashich: I know this sounds hokey,
but embrace the Liberal Arts! All
those courses that seem useless
because they don't directly apply to
what you think your profession will
be are not useless. As I've gone into
the professional world, I think
there's a huge difference between
people who were trained to think
and gather information and link
ideas and those who followed more
pre-professional tracks. And if they
aren't still serving the homemade
glazed donuts in the dining hall at
breakfast, demand that they bring
them back!
For more information
about
Brashich or her book, visit her website at www.AudreyBrashich.com.
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Trinity Honors Late Professor
continued from page 11

was "an important thing to do, to decision to keep the Film Studies
remember Fred's contributions to program, which Pfeil created, would
shared with the audience the con- campus
life
and writing." also serve to provide remembrance
nection he has with "On Angels" Proclaiming the evening of poetry of Pfeil. "By sustaining film studand Pfeil, telling the story of a New an enormous success, she said that ies, we're creating a lasting memoriYork honorarium for poet Milosz, "Fred would have really loved this." al," she said.
which Goldman had attended and Findly also praised the efforts
Libbey summarized the true
which Pfeil, even late in his illness, involved in organizing this reading, impact the reading held, by sharing
had also been able to be present at. sharing in Libbey's interpretation of how "hearing different voices that
Goldman spoke fondly of his sur- Pfeil's sentiment, saying, "he would are all the same voice, hearing all
prise at seeing Pfeil that night, call- have liked it very much." She also the poems together, I'm hearing a lot
ing him a "wounded war hero," and added, "Fred had just started writing of Fred, seeing a lot of Fred." Pfeil's
stating that it was an appropriate, poetry in the last seven to eight memory truly shone brilliantly
full-circle coming for him to be years, so this was meant to be an Thursday evening, through the
reading Milosz's poem at this event honor to the last part of his life."
words of the poems shared by colfor Pfeil.
English Professor Milla Riggio, leagues and friends, through the
The final readings of the night who was also one of the evening's sentiments and stories shared, and
came from the lone contributions to readers, addressed further acknowl- through the indefatigable spirit
a poem donation basket, which edgments of Pfeil's legacy, and stat- which he has left instilled deep
enabled a reader not previously slat- ed that the English Department's within the Trinity Community.
ed for the evening a chance to share.
Trinity Communications staff member Steve Veshosky read two poems
by Raymond Carver, "Gravy" and
"Late Fragment."
To conclude the reading, a second recorded segment was played,
which featured Pfeil himself reciting
his most favorite poems. Libbey
prefaced the recording, saying that
"it seems right that Fred should have
the last words of the afternoon."
Pfeil was heard reciting "Saint
Francis and the Sow," by Galway
Kinnel; "Meditation at Lagunitas,"
by Robert Haas; and a final
Buddhist prayer, the Metta. The
powerful effect of hearing Pfeil's
voice travel throughout the room,
even despite how present his spirit
had been throughout the reading,
was the perfect conclusion to a
beautiful memorial event to an
amazing member of the Trinity
community.
Libbey, who helped in pioneering the event, said that this reading Trinity students and faculty came together to celebrate Fed Pfeil on Thursday.
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Don't Worry, Trin Students
are Smart and Safe

I See London, I See France, I
See...

In the wake of the Admission Office's
VIP week, AT would think that our campus
would still be somewhat on its best behavior. It is our entire community's duty to
make these prospective students feel welcome. However, AT does not believe that
the love glove spotted lying in front of the
Admissions 'driveway was exactly what our
administration had in mind. True, the
Admissions building is technically the site
desginated by our campus to showcase student ... um ... hospitality, but certain acts of
PDA should seriously stay in your dorm
room. AT knows that our college is in the
throes of a budget crisis, and that sex sells,
but come on!

It's pretty much a given at Trinity that
girls plus a Greek-sponsored Saturday night
equal minimal clothing. Most of these
females' minimalist approach to their attire is
intentional. However, AT witnessed one
member of the sophomore class who clearly
did not consider the repurcussions of her
ensemble when under the penetrating blaze
of a certain jungle themed basement's black
lights. This student's already sheer sundress
became exponentially more revealing when
the brutal beams highlighted her underwear
through the fabric of her outerwear. Let this
be a lesson to all of you ladies, black lights
pick up on ANYTHING that is meant to be
seen in the dark ... so dress accordingly.

Good Samaritan Gets
(Super) Soaked

Housemate not Entirely
Housebroken

AT is familiar with the survivor mentality "kill or be killed," but it seems a few
female attendants at a primal themed party
this past Saturday took this philosophy to
an unneccesary extreme. These girls came
armed with Super Soakers. Upon arrival,
one of them proceeded to promptly disgard
her weapon on the floor of the frat. When
an unsuspecting freshman attempted to
return the water gun to its rightful owner,
the aforementioned amazon accepted her
weapon and rewarded its restorer by pouring a cup of beer over her head. AT isn't
sure of how things work in the animal
world, but in the real one, AT's pretty suregood deeds are to be praised, not punished.
Welcome to the jungle!

AT knows that entertaining visitors
always presents somewhat of a challenge for
the hosting roommates. Where are they
going to sleep, how are they going to eat at
Mather the next morning, etc. However this
weekend, one house guest posed more of
problem for his host than either could have
predicted. Said host, arriving home still
under the influence of his Saturday night,
proceeded to mistake both his room's trashcan, and the couch his visitor was sleeping
on next to it, as an option for his personal
port-a-potty. Needless to say, this houseguest
was more than a little surprised when he
woke up soaking wet the next morning. But
hey, at least he didn't have to worry about
how he was going to shower.

2006

Horoscopes
AQUARIUS
January 20 - Februaiy IS
Though it was not the best song ever written and has been overplayed since its creation, We Didn't Start the Fire is your one
true love. It's time to proudly share your music on myTunes
even though your taste is slightly ... special. Sharing is caring.
Your Guilty Pleasure: Billy Joel's We Didn't Start the Fire
PISCES
Februaiy 19 - March 20
Where else do you get to enjoy giant helpings of turkey, wear
long velvet robes and ogle knights in shining armor? You may
not brag about or want to explain your weekend habits ... but it's
time you came clean. And brought some friends along next time.
Your Guilty Pleasure: Renaissance Fairs
ARIES
March 21 - April 19
As you start to see yourself as more rebellious, your friends are
beginning to view you as a little bit ridiculous . Find the happy
medium between marathon keg stands and sipping Miller Lite
from your Solo "flute" through a straw with pursed lips.
Your Guilty Pleasure: Sipping beer through a straw
TAURUS
April 20 - May 20
In terms of your fashion selection, you often allow yourself to
indulge in a more dangerous items that are not as widely accepted as you wish they were. Recruit your friends to approve your
outfits in the mornings - it will really help you.
Your Guilty Pleasure: Wearing stripes with prints
GEMINI
May 21 - June 21
Staying up for every Late Night is taking its toll. You zone out
while studying and take on other tasks like channel-surfing and
fridge-raiding. When you find yourself saying, "Hi! I would like
to order the ABslide," you should consider an ealier bedtime.
Your Guilty Pleasure: Late Night Infomerciais
CANCER
June 22 - July 22
Though your away message may always read "at the lib —
SAVE ME" or the like, you know you love it there. Here's a tip
though: get a hobby. Not every night .needs to be spent in that
WSffibgr r<Am6W'0S'Miyt>'€Gple-watch. anyway.
Your Guilty Pleasure: The Library
LEO
July 23 - August 22
You will drive for hours on end to procure polos and chinos at
outlets. Why? Instead, try dropping your thrifty habits this week
and splurge on a new blazer at Buckland. Expect more people to
like the new, "au currant" you.
Your Guilty Pleasure: Outlet Malls
VIRGO
August 23 - September 22
Yes, some do casually like BSB and the Spice Girls. You, however, have an undying and fiery passion for the tunes of O-Town
and 5ive. Turn on MTV and indulge in something a little more.
Making the Band and a little less I Love the '90s.
Your Guilty Pleasure: '90s Pop
LIBRA
.
September 23 - October 22
A little exhibitionism can go a long way. While a lack of clothing
will definitely guarantee you entrance to the frat of your choice,
it can also earn you a awful rep. Make sure you keep this wild
side of yours to yourself (and maybe your liberal roommate too).
Your Guilty Pleasure: Dancing around in your birthday suit
SCORPIO
October 23 - November 21
Your away message may read "Real World" or "Monday Night
Football" but, in reality, you are constantly watching the Anime
Channel. Though some may approve of your habits, your current friends do not. Either switch channels, or switch posses.
Your Guilty Pleasure: Anime
SAGITTARIUS
November 22 - December 21
You never appear to be idle on AIM. Why? It's not like you have
countless friends to talk to. You're actually a Shopbop slash
Shop Intuition whore with a weakness for Ebay. Stop, put the
plastic away and go outside. Maybe take a trip to Westfarms.
Your Guilty Pleasure: Online Shopping
CAPRICORN
December 22 - January 19
Your reputation for avoiding drama and being the level-headed
one is clearly undeserved. You need to tell someone that it was
you who started a fight between two other girls by slyly tripping
one and walking away from the crime scene. And appologize.
Your Guilty Pleasure; Cat fights ,
.
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Psych Students areRecognized Trin Students Take
Back the Night
continued from page 11

have a cumulative GPA of at least
3.0 in all of their classes.
Graduates who wish to be members of Psi Chi must have an overall GPA of 3.0 on a 4.0 scale.
Once admitted to Psi Chi,
members are a part of a national
community that serves as a network, not only for jobs, but for the
advancement of psychology as
well. Psi Chi helps students who
are genuinely interested in the subject of psychology. Joanna
Confalone '06 explained, "I took
Psychology 101 my sophomore
year and loved how you could
learn about the way people think
and how to manipulate their behaviors and attitudes."
Members of Psi Chi are members for life. Psi Chi offers conventions every year, research competitions, and certificate recognition programs. Four times a year,
Psi Chi publishes a magazine
called the Eye on Psi Chi which

features members from all over the
country and their accomplishments. For younger members, Psi
Chi offers a journal of undergraduate research where students can be
published in a prestigious work
before they graduate. The society
also gives grants and awards to students for research, encouraging
them to further their work and help
the study of psychology itself.
For example, Psi Chi is currently offering four awards to both
undergraduate and graduate students and chapter presidents with a
May 1 deadline. The four prizes,
the Allyn & Bacon Psychology
Award, the Erlbaum Award in
Cognative Science, the Guilford
Undergraduate Research Awards
and the Kay Wilson Leadership
Award, all offer grants of between
$500 to $1,000 to the winners.
Studying psychology at a small
liberal arts school like Trinity
allows students to study a wide
range of topics while keeping the
classes small and intimate.

Psychology Professor Susan Masino spoke at Wednesday's Psi Chi Reception.

Courses are taught in areas such as
animal behavior, human sexuality
and neuropsychopharmacology,
and really prepare students for the
multifaceted
career
world.
Confalone spoke of her experience
at Trinity, saying, "The psychology
professors at Trinity are amazing
because they all have different perspectives on certain theories and
issues, which makes classes more
interesting."
Professor Masino, adviser of
Trinity's Psi Chi chapter, played an
influential role in recruiting the
newest inductees of the honor society. At the induction ceremony,
she welcomed, "1 am the Psi Chi
adviser at Trinity, but I am not a
member. All of you have one up
on me." After speaking to the students, Masino called each of the
newest Psi Chi members to the
front of the room, handed them
certificates, lapel pins and membership cards.
Students who
wished could also purchase a cord
to wear at graduation.
With this academic honor,
Elizabeth Reichert '06 plans to go
to graduate school and pursue a
career in psychology. "My next
step is to do research on Obsessive
Compulsive
Disorder
at
Massachusetts General in Boston,"
Reichert explains. "I love everything about psychology. I love
learning about people and why we
do the things we do. It's amazing
how understanding the people
around us, our environment, and
ourselves can help us achieve
greater life satisfaction. It is a
practical field and just makes sense
to me. I like the idea of being able
to help others and the ability to
understand people on a deeper
level.".
\ .... : - . . . . •
The following 13 were inducted: Joanna C. Confalone '06,
LeaAnn
Fortin-McCue
'06,
Kxisten A. Geiger '06, Jason A.
Gockel '07, Jessica L. Hansen '06,
Tina MacDonald '06, Kathryn E.
McEachern
'07, Molly A.
McGuinness '06, Rachel W. Nies
'06, Jennifer E. O'Donnell '06,
Elizabeth L. Reichert '06, Alyssa
P. Shuman '06, and Samara E.
Strauss '06.

OUR TOP 10
•GRADUATE
MAJORSt

continued from page 1
Other early Take Back the Night
rallies and marches were held by the
women of West Germany in 1977,
who sought the "right to move freely
in their communities at day and
night without harassment and sexual
assault." A great number of Take
Back the Night marches and rallies
were held later that year in communities throughout England in
response to the Ripper Murders, the
brutal killings of a number of young
women in Leeds. San Francisco
was the home of the first American
Take Back the Night rally and
march, in which three thousand
women protesting violence in the
media and in pornography marched
through the red-light district of the
city holding up effigies, signs, and
candles.
Many of the Take Back the
Night rallies and marches are intentionally women-only events, to signify the goal of women being able to
walk through the streets at night
with no threat of violence, harassment, or even fear. Now, the rallies
and marches are organized not only
to protest acts of violence towards
women, but to serve as a precaution
against future acts of violence by
raising community awareness and
vigilance. Take Back the Night has
become a rally against fear as well
as violence, and in addition to
including protests against violence
to all people, Take Back the Night
marches and rallies also protest
domestic violence and sexual abuse.
College campuses have become
a common location for Take Back
tiie Night marches and rallies in
recent years, since the march spread
out of the major cities and metropolitan areas. The rallies usually
involve speakers or performers, and
are followed by a march with candles to shine through the dark night
of violence to women.
The goal of the Trinity version
of Take Back the Night is, as advertised by posters and flyers all over
the campus, "say ho to sexual vio-

Edwin C. I'M..
Hillary Bennett '07 spoke at the event.

lence on campus!" This year, student performer Anne Louise
Marquis sang Ani DiFranco's song
"Gratitude," and Sandra Lawson
ended the evening with "Stand by
Me," while Lucas Dunlap played
guitar for both songs during the
Take Back the Night rally, and the
crowd gathered on the Cave Patio
was substantial. Kelly Howard and
Keisha John read poems by Maya
Angelou, while James Murphy '08
talked about what guys' responsibilities are in terms of taking back the
night. Senior Sarah Carter talked
about female empowerment, and
Christ Giacolone talked about
SART and what people can do in
terms of alcohol responsibility.
The student response was very
positive and, as intended, proactive.
"The SART and the Women's Center
did a great job raising awareness.and
bringing problems that are prevalent
across college campuses to light,"
said Lauren Murray '08. While
Trinity is not West Germany, or the
red-light district of San Francisco,
or the site of brutal murders that target women, it is a campus that
knows the fear of the night, and one
that is thankfully trying to target this
fear with a peaceful Take Back the
Night rally and march, in the hopes
of banishing not only the fear, but
the violence that causes it.

QUINNIPIAG U:
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MBA

The Quinnipiac University School of Business MBA program
continues to prepare business professionals for the realities pf
management in global, technology-driven work environments
in- specializations such as:

Physician Assistant
Interactive
Communications
Teciching
Biamedical Sciences
Molecular/Cell Biology

• MBA WfM CONCENTRATIONS IN ACCOUNTING, CIS, FINANCE,
INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS, MANAGEMENT, MARKETING

Journalism
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Nursing

• MBA IN HEALTHCARE MANAGEMENT

Accounting
Computer Information
Systems
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Q u i n n i p i a c University offers graduate programs in 17 distinct
disciplines. Whether you are interested in our AACSB nationally

MASTERING THE ART OF TEACHING
Sheila WycinowskC Director of Curriculum and Staff Development at Amity
High School, explains, "Basically we look to hire Quinnipiac students. They
have a clear understanding of l&sson planning and cidssroom management
and the balance between them." She also characterizes Quinnipiac students

accredited business program, the master of arts in teaching (MAT)
program or one of the Northeasfs most highly regarded journalism
and interactive communications programs, all have been designed
.to thoroughly prepare you for a professional career. For more
information, call 1-800462-1944 or visit www»qulnraipiac»edu,

as articulate, creative, able fa encourage higher-level thinking in students,
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Artists Spread Message Eyeball Films Leave
Mixed Impressions

By JOHN RENDEIRO
ARTS EDITOR

One of the largest gatherings of
international hip-hop artists and
scholars ever collected in the U.S.
descended upon the Trinity campus
this weekend. Organized by Jason
Azevedo '08 andMagee Macllvaine
'06, the Trinity International HipHop Festival attracted over 25 performers from North and South
America, Africa, Europe, the Middle
East, Asia and Australia. Spanning
across three afternoons and nights,
the performances featured a constantly rotating cast of rappers,
singers, DJs and instrumentalists
performing short sets. At the end of
each night, all of the performers
entered the stage and had an informal freestyle session, concluding
each evening with the crowd jumping and waving their hands in the air

in enjoyment. The festival was a
tremendous success for the school
and all those involved in its planning, and will serve as one of the
most culturally significant events to
have ever taken place at Trinity
College.
The festival opened on Friday
afternoon with opening remarks
from Mayor Eddie Perez, Ben
Herson, the founder of Nomadic
Wax, a record label dedicated to
independent international hip-hop
that was a main sponsor of the festival, Macllvaine and Azevedo. Each
afternoon of the weekend also featured lectures and film presentations
at McCook Auditorium and Mather
Hall about the global hip-hop.
Speakers presented lectures on topics such as homosexual rappers, the
role of women in hip-hop, and the
rap movement in Africa.
The performances began at the

Edyvin C, Pratt
entertains the crowd on Friday night.

Student Art Shows
Creative Talents
By LAUREN TURLIK
ANNOUNCEMENTS EDITOR

As the final weeks of school
approach, it is hard to stay focused
on classes and finals. We let our
minds drift into daydreams filled
with calm memories of the beach
and other favorite summer activities. This seems like the case for
Margot Koch '06, whose artistic talents were beautifully displayed this
past Thursday through Saturday at
the Broad Street Gallery. Along with
Koch, Bridget Reilly '06 exhibited
her creative works, filling the other
half of the tiny gallery. The two
artists featured their works as the
third installment of the Senior
Thesis Art Exhibit.
Koch's display was titled "In
Memoriam" and depicted childhood
recollections of her family's summer
vacation at a beach off the coast of
Maine. Four generations of memories have been created at that house,
and her exhibit is a tribute to the
beach house and the people who
crafted it. The recent death of her
grandparents caused her to think
about the effect that memory and
place have on each other.
Her paintings illustrate family
photographs that she collected from
an album. Many of them are even
self-portraits of the artist as a cute
child. However, Koch made her personal photos into ones her spectators
could relate to by erasing several of
the faces, only suggesting the features. That way the observer could
place themselves into a similar
memory.
Perhaps the most visually beau-

tiful painting of Koch's was a small
sunset scene. She created a lovely
rainbow of rich shades of browns,
yellows and pinks to evoke the
warm and peaceful sensation of a
setting sun reflecting off of a
smooth sea.
Another excellent piece was one
with two small children, the artist
and her cousin, sitting close on a
chair giggling together. Koch captured the children's energetic emotions with an amazing reality.
Although the paintings were all
scenes at the beach, Koch made it
easily recognizable that the many
different characters were in the
same family. She created subtle connections, repeating the image of the
house, a sailboat, and often times, a
bathing suit.
On the other side of the Broad
Street Gallery, Reilly exhibited her
work in "Remnants and Rituals."
She showed a collection of three
tables on which she had painted the
table settings. Three paintings hung
on the wall, all of which incorporated food. Reilly explained that "each
place setting is a portrait of a person
and a marking of territory. And each
table setting tells the story of the
various people who have sat and
shared a meal together." Through
her tabletop art she hopes to blur the
lines of function and decoration.
Each table was a memory of a
fond event: Christmas dessert at her
grandparent's house, a sushi dinner
in West Hartford, a snack at a local
diner with friends. The Christmas
dessert table was about two and a

Vernon Social Center (moved
indoors because of expected
inclement weather in the coming
days) on Friday night. The performances of Friday and Saturday nights
were hosted by Yesod and Liza
Garza. Yesod, a Connecticut-based
educator, poet, and rapper, and
Garza, a poet and spoken-word artist
from Michigan, mixed their own
performances with introductions for
the other artists, leaving no down
time between the many performances of the two nights.
Friday night featured a series of
performers from a wide sample of
music styles and geographic locations. Highlights included the performances as diverse as Australia's
DJ Nos and France's MC Vinocur,
Chee Malabar of India, and Dola
from Tanzania.. Narcy, hailing from
Iraq and Montreal, was one of the
most amazing performers of the
night, and other standouts included
the intense, politically-charged
songs of New York City's Majesty,
as well as the soulful music of Silek,
from Italy, and El Gambina from
South Korea. While the crowd
remained relatively quiet throughout
most of the night, everyone at
Vernon was brought to life when all
of the artists joined the stage after
the individual performances ended.
Passing the microphone to one
another, each performer freestyled
four bars (accompanied by several
other rappers who didn't even perform that night), whipping the crowd
into a frenzy, with everyone waving
their hands in the air and jumping up
see RAPPERS on page

The Second Annual Eyeball
Film
Festival
debuted
at
Cinestudio this past week, and
once again it took place at "4:20 on
4/20." Sophomores Russell Adler
and Elsa Crowley were co-organizers yet again, and, as a testament to
their skills as hosts and planners,
the Festival saw an increase both in
attendance and in talent. Nine
films were shown, coming from
three different schools: Trinity,
Wesleyan University and NYU's
prestigious Tisch School of the
Arts. This year's Festival was
dedicated to the memory of the late
Valentin Valkov, a member of the
class of 2007, who was the original
and sole fiscal backer of the
Eyeball.
The first film screened was
Live Poultry,
an expose on
"Hartford's underground cockfighting circuit." Luca del Puppo
'06 and Pedro Bermudez '06
directed the film, which won the
coveted judge's prize (which
amounted to $1,000 in prize
money). The film centered on a
young Hispanic boy who was eager
to enter his rooster into his first
fight. After the fight ends, and his
rooster is victorious, the boy is left
to examine the morality of his
sport, and his internal dilemma is
never quite resolved. Live Poultry

was both socially conscious and
relevant to Trinity's interaction
with the community.
The second film, Longitude, by
Gabriel Fries '09 of Wesleyan, was
a music video for the song
"Longitude"
by
the
band
Cloudkill. The film was poorly
done and amateurish, as both the
camera shots and sound quality
were fuzzy and unfocused. Also,
the storyline behind the video was
confusing and unrelated to the
song. The video focused on a
strange girl wandering through the
woods, who, for some unknown
reason, comforted each of the band
members.
Due to some technical problems, A Platonic
Conversation
about Chairs, the brainchild of
Chris Moore '06 and Isaac Kiener
'07, came earlier than scheduled.
Despite the poor sound quality, the
film was quite enjoyable - mainly
due to Kiener's natural talent. The
script, however, did not live up to
its potential, and this film could
have been much better. The film,
riding on the popularity of its two
stars, won the People's Choice
Award, though there were several
films of equal quality.
..
Robert Lockhart's '08 film,
The Last Television, came next,
and was clearly a product of the
Tisch School. Filmed in black and
white, it featured a film noir-like
script that had great potential for

thougnt-provokmg concept that

see STUDENTS on page 16

Cinestudio
THE THREE BURIALS OF MELQUIADES
April 25, 7:30 p.m.

ESTRADA

In the excellent new black comedy starring first-time director Tommy Lee Jones, the borderland between the
U.S. and Mexico is a place of great beauty, potent myth, and present danger. The screenplay by Guillermo
Arriaga {Amoves Perms, 21 Grams) gives us Jones as a Texas ranch foreman whose Mexican ranch hand is
brutally shot down. Unearthing his friend's body not once but twice, Jones sets off on a journey to bury him
in his native country. The film was inspired by an 18-year-old Mexican-American who was out tending goats
near the border and was shot by the Marines on a drug patrol. Winners, Cannes Film Festival: Tommy Lee
Jones, Best Actor and Guillermo Arriaga, Best Screenplay.

CREMASTER 4&5
April 26, 7:30 p.m.
Matthew Barney's amazing five Cremaster film cycle (which began, surprisingly, with Cremaster 4) has
been recognized as a major art work that pioneered experimental video and has been exhibited at the Musee
d'Art Moderne de la Ville de Paris and the Guggenheim Museum in New York City. The cremaster is the
muscle that causes testicles to ascend and descend, and much of the film's imagery invokes the polymorphous sexuality before gender is set in stone. Shot on the Isle of Wight, Cremaster 4 features the Tourist
Trophy motorcycle race, body transformations and an underwater, tap-dancing goatman. "I've always
thought of the project as a sort of sexually driven digestive system ..." - Matthew Barney. The one-night
only screening of Cremaster 4 is sponsored by E.R.O.S (Encouraging Respect Of Sexualities) at Trinity
College.

CAPOTE
April 27-28, 7:30 p.m; April 29, 2:30 & 7:30 p.m.
Philip Seymour Hoffman deservedly won a Best Actor Academy Award for his un-showy but quite perfect
transformation into writer and cultural icon Truman Capote. From his cozy vantage point in literary
Manhattan, Capote convinced The New Yorker magazine to send him to Kansas to write about the brutal,
unsolved murder of a family of four. A fish out of water in the heartland, Capote followed the investigation,
interviewed the killers, and explored, in a new kind of non-fiction, the two disparate Americas that collided
in tragedy. "The best movie about journalism since All the President's Men, and one of the best films about
writing ever made." - Terry Lawson, Detroit Free Press.
NOCHNOIDOZOR
April 28-29, 9:45 p.m.
Moscow turns out to be a perfect setting for a 21st century vampire movie: a city with lurid nightclubs,
gloomy backstreets, claustrophobic apartments and a taste of the apocalypse in the night air. Night Watch
(the first in a much-anticipated trilogy) imagines a world where a supernatural race, undetected by humans,
is lurching towards a war between its Dark and Light factions. Without giving away too much, we'll say it
involves a shape-shifting owl, a Seer who can identify the aliens, and a boy who may just change the fate of
the universe. "Night Watch is quite possibly the coolest vampire movie of the decade." - Staci Layne
Wilson, horror.com
See www.cinestudio.org for more.

see SENIORS on page 17
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Greek Comedy Comes to AAC Students Screen
Independent Films
continued from page 1

The first hint that the women's
plan was working when Myrrhine
(Melissa Matthews '07), one of the
wives led by Lysistrata, witnessed
her husband returning from the war.
Her husband Kinesias (Coley Parry
'06), known to the women as "The
Tripod," hobbled onto the stage
sporting a two foot erection under
his toga and crying out, "Zeus, stop
the throbbing!" Myrrhine, under
instruction from Lysistrata, teased
and tormented her husband who was
so desperate to "get laid" that he
threw his own baby off the stage.
Following this scene, all the
men on stage besides the chorus
started sporting large hard-ons,
(which is how the play was originally performed), the Spartans of
course having the largest and the
magistrate having the smallest. This
led to no shortage of phallic humor
and included an instance when the
magistrate, believing the Spartan
soldiers to be smuggling spears
under their togas, tried to take a look
(prompting one audience member to

•>.
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The Chorus performs in Lysistrata.

shout out "evvww!"). Another memorable scene occurred when the
Magistrate gave the Spartan dignitaries a handshake ... you should be
able to see where this one is going.
Eventually, the men of Athens
and Sparta came to realize that the
only way to relieve themselves of
their "burdens" would be to end the
war, which they promptly set out to
do, much to the delight of both
sexes. With peace finally secured
the play ended with a massive on
stage orgy between the male and
female cast members (not really —
but you can imagine the cast party
after a show like this).
The cast of Lysistrata featured
many new faces to the Goodwin
Theatre stage as well as some veterans. Laura King '06, in the title
role, dominated nearly every scene
she was in. King portrayed
Lysistrata as a serious, no-nonsense
leader contrasting with the wives
who were never incredibly enthusiastic about giving up sex. The
Magistrate however, as the leader of
the other side, was portrayed by
Bryce Snarski-Pierce '09 as being
little above a bumbling idiot and the
exact opposite of Lysistrata. Many
actors also took on more than one
role in the play, as was the case of
Megan Platts '08 who in addition to
being in the women's chorus portrayed Lampito — a Spartan woman.
Considering the relatively small
size of the cast, there did not seem to
be enough time for each actor to
shine. The character of Kalonike,
portrayed by Meg Smith '09, was
introduced in the first scene as
Lysistrata's playful neighbor and
confidant. The character warmed to
the audience instantly and it seemed
obvious she was being set up to be a
main character as she was the perfect contrast to serious Lysistrata
and was one of the few characters
with a backstory (albeit a minimal

one). As the play progressed, however, Kalonike seemed to move
somewhat to the background along
with Lampito who, due to the stomcontinued from page 15
ach-pain inducing hilarity (when
you laugh so hard your stomach development. The story followed
hurts) of Platts's deliveries (the a French woman whose insatiable
Spartans all spoke with what I can television addiction threatened to
only define as a Braveheart accent - destroy her relationships. The
- at one point I half expected the film is quite thought-provoking,
Spartan soldiers to start spouting off and was my favorite by far, as it
about the "sons of Scotland"), subtly commented on the disturbshould have had a larger role. ing influence of television in our
Unfortunately, whether it was due to modern society.
the original script or the short run
The next film, Adrian Nieves's
time the only characters who Mentaltown of Wesleyan, examseemed to get their fair share of ined the relationships between
stage time were Lysistrata, the strangers and was undoubtedly the
Magistrate and the chorus.
best in the Festival. It focused on
Despite, or perhaps because of a car ride between a college stuthis, the play kept a fairly fast pace dent (similar to many of our
and actually seemed shorter than the snooty, sheltered peers) and a tranhour and fifteen minutes it ran. sient seeking a ride to his parole
Although many of the funnier minor officer. The film was excellent, as
characters were missed when it was both superficially enjoyable
absent, when on stage they had the and amusing, as well as intellectuaudience members roaring in their ally deep and psychologically fasseats. The final scene wherein the cinating.
character of Reconciliation (Brian
Prisoner, a film by Crowley,
Hirono '09 in full drag) appears to came next, and was unfortunately
facilitate the final peace between one of the weakest in the Festival.
Athens and Sparta was a particular- While the film featured panoramic
ly hilarious choice on the part of the shots of Hawaii, there seemed to
directors (when is cross-dressing not be no plot or message in the film hilarious?) and possibly a conscious except as a video postcard of sorts.
message to the audience that the Also, all of the shots were taken
play, when performed in ancient from a car or by air, and the
Athens, would have featured an all- scenery loses much of its breathmale cast.
taking beauty because of foggy,
Aside from minor faults, the rain soaked windows.
show was excellently executed by
Wesleyan's Simon O'Reilly
the cast, directors, and stage crew. presented his film, Laundromat
The cast was excellent all-around Days, next. Perhaps I missed the
and the mix of veterans and rookies point of the film, but frankly, it
to the Trinity stage was quite seemed to be simply 16 minutes of
refreshing. Finally, directors Karger absolutely nothing. The film cenand Preston are quickly becoming tered on various characters
known on campus as directing well- ing through Montreal,^natrTe c'
produced, humorous plays that was by far the best aspect of the
never fail to keep the audience inter- film. Student films are often nothested.
ing more than eternally long por-

traits of a melancholy figure walking, and sadly, O'Reilly's film was
another example, despite his great
potential as a director.
The next film came from Tisch,
and was a witty portrayal of
famous Monty Python skits.
Directed by Will Colby, the film
was enjoyable and well done,
although was clearly lacking in
creativity and originality. Colby
picked two of Monty Python's best
skits - the argument scene and the
Ministry of Silly Walks - from
Flying Circus, and the student performers mastered both the qualities
and the accents of the famed
British actors.
Adler's films, Shamu: The Cat,
the Life, The Legend and his 4/:/20
Remix, came last, which was perhaps a poor move on the organizers' parts, considering Adler was
the host for the evening. The
films were short portrayals of
Adler's cat, Shamu, and did not go
into much depth or interpretation,
but were snippets (featuring a great
score) of a fascinating cat. The
4/:/20 Remix was the same exact
cut of the movie, but Adler used
different color washes and a techno
music background to spice up the
original.
By putting the two
together, Adler made what would
have been a rather unusual film
into a hilarious montage.
The Eyeball Student Film
Festival has managed to become a
key spring event here at Trinity,
and hopefully it will continue to be
so after Adler and Crowley graduate in two years. The Festival
.ttracted both a wider audience and
selection pool this year,
and in the coming years, it should
branch out to other schools in the
New England/Tri-state area,

CD/DVD Releases This Week
BACK TO THE WEB
On April 24, Elf Power return with their Rykodisc debut, Back to the Web, a haunting,
twisting journey weaving its way through heavy psychedelic haze, to soulful, melodic
folk, to stomping T-Rex-styled rock. Back to the Web is full of the band's signature, lovely pop melodies, but a distinct progression is evident in the songwriting and the lush, full
production. The folkier tunes are laced with strings and the heavier ones scream psychedelia; influences of Bob Dylan and Wall-era Pink Floyd can be detected. Singer/songwriter Andrew Rieger comments, "I was listening to a lot of middle eastern folk and gypsy
music when I started writing these songs and I tried to emulate some of those sounds by
combining 12 string acoustic guitar with violin and accordion. Our last album was more
of a straight ahead rock record, so in reaction this one came out as more of a dark, orchestrated folk rock album." Formed in Athens, GA in 1994, Elf Power was spawned from the
legendary Elephant 6 collective that also produced Olivia Tremor Control, Neutral Milk
Hotel, Of Montreal and Apples In Stereo. The band has spent the past 12 years making
albums and touring the globe, sharing bills with the likes of R.E.M., Dinosaur Jr., Wilco
and Guided By Voices.
DROWATON
Starlight Mints's love of archetypal pop and AM radio has provided, over the course of
two acclaimed albums, a rock-solid foundation for a whole bunch of inspired unusualness,
all baked to perfection under the hot OMahoman sun. Their unique brand of instrumentally complex, surrealistically worded pop contains a blend of classic string arrangements,
cheeky boyish vocals, catchy melody, and ornate surrealism. You might call it bubblegum
psych. Church bells, horns, piano, violin, tambourine, triangle, synths, and sound effects
complement the usual suspects of guitar, bass, and drums to paint a broad sonic palate.
THE HARDEST WAY TO MAKE AN EASY LIVING
The new Streets album The Hardest Way To Make An Easy Living, out April 25, is a completely autobiographical record that covers everything that has happened to Mike over the
past few years since he's become a well known figure in the UK. There's love, loss, scandal, violence, sex, drugs and a whole load of bad behavior and regret. This true story
begins with the first single, "When You Wasn't Famous."
MATCH POINT
Match Point is "a winning combination of sex., mystery, brilliant writing and first-rate acting that all adds up to one of the most exotic and exhilarating movies in years." (Maxim).
Chris (Jonathan Rhys Meyers) is being torn apart by his desire for two very different
women. Marrying Chloe (Emily Mortimer) will bring him a life of wealth and success, but
his true passion lies with Ms brother-in-law's fiancee, the stunningly sensuous but unpredictable Nola (Scarlett Johansson). Pulsing with tension, Match Point rides the dangerous
line between ambition and obsession to an ending as surprising as it is chilling.

AMERICAN DAD, VOL. 1
From the delightfully twisted creative minds behind Family Guy comes American Dad,
the animated tour de force featuring CIA operative Stan Smith, his outrageous family,
and Roger, the alcoholic extra-terrestrial who lives with them. Follow the adventures of
the Smiths from the California desert where Stan's wife Francine relieves her wild youth
at the Burning Man Festival to Saudi Arabia, where the entire family is sentenced to
death by the Vice and Virtue Police. Whether it's rigging elections, erasing memories,
chasing sleazy strip clubs, or staging "bum fights," it's all in a day's work for Stan, and
it's all here in the side-splittingly hilarious first 13 episodes of American Dad.
ELEVATOR TO THE GALLOWS
Elevator to the Gallows is many things: A tight, delicious crime thriller; the debut of
director Louis Malle (Zazie dans le metro, Atlantic City, Au Revoir, Les Enfants, and
many more works of subtle genius); a movie with perhaps the greatest jazz soundtrack of
all time, created improvisationally by trumpeter Miles Davis; but above all, Elevator to
the Gallows is the blooming of Jeanne Moreau to the status of true movie star, launching
her on a career that included Jules & Jim, La notte, and La Femme Nikita. After killing
his lover's husband, Julien (Maurice Ronet, Purple Noon) gets trapped in an elevator,
forcing him to miss his rendezvous with Florence (Moreau) and allowing his car to be
stolen by a joy-riding young couple. From there, the movie splits into three directions:
Julien's efforts to escape; Florence wandering the streets, trying not to believe that Julien
has abandoned her; and the car thieves, who get caught up in a murder of their own. The
movie skillfully fuses Hitchcockian suspense with intimate psychodrama. As she stalks
through the night, Moreau is a vision of tortured heartbreak, her woeful eyes and lush,
sensuous lips illuminated by neon signs and baleful streetlamps. This is pure cinematic
pleasure, visual beauty fused with taut, edge-of-your-seat storytelling.
SHOPGIRL
Based on Steve Martin's best-selling novella, and starring Golden Globe winner Claire
Danes (Best Actress In A TV Series, My So-Called Life, 1994), Golden Globe nominee
Steve Martin (Best Actor In A Motion Picture - Comedy/Musical, Father of the Bride
Part II, 1995), and Jason Schwartzman (Bewitched and / Heart Huckabees), Shopgirl is
a disarmingly funny love story. Mirabelle, brilliantly played by Danes, is an aspiring
artist working behind the glove counter at a Beverly Hills department store when she
meets two very different men - Jeremy (Schwartzman), a socially inept guy who doesn't seem to be going anywhere, and Ray (Martin) a wealthy entrepreneur who has the
world at his feet. Filled with the mixed signals and missteps of a modem romance,
Shopgirl is a fresh and witty, warm, and funny romantic comedy with which you can't
help but fall in love.
See www.amazon.com for more.
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Seniors Exhibit at Rappers Entertain at Vernon
Broad St. Gallery
continued from page 15

along to his catchy hooks. Other
highlights of the night included the
and down to the beats.
performances of Brazil's LF and DJ
continued from page 15
eaten. Her smooth brush strokes
Saturday featured an even more Laylo and Haiti's Okai.
emphasized the rich and creamy del- extensive and diverse offering of
The festival marked its concluhalf feet high. Reilly incorporated icacy. Reilly wanted to focus less on performers. Instead of waiting for sion on Sunday night at the
fake chocolate bon bons and ciga- the remains of food and more of the dark, the performances started in the Underground Coffeehouse. Despite
rettes with a pile of ashes to add a ritualized aspect that has become a mid afternoon and continued the driving rains outside, the
third dimension. She painted plates vital part of our daily and social through the night. Kenya's K-G Underground was filled to capacity
and silverware, a delicious looking interaction.
opened the afternoon with his reg- with performers and spectators.
chocolate cake, and a red tablecloth.
On the opposite wall was a fan- gae-influenced singing backed by a Majesty and Krazy Native gave
The sushi setting was painted onto a tastic painting of a crab. The piece band including Luca Del Puppo '06. encore performances in the intimate
low, traditional Japanese style table began as a scene from a magazine Hartford's own Self-Suffice fol- space, and others such as Haiti's
complete with California rolls and ad. However, Reilly wanted to make lowed, giving the crowd literate, Bennchoumy and Kenya's Attitude
chopsticks. The diner table was the it more interesting and felt that a well-crafted rhymes. Next came one and Bamboo. It was amazing just to
most fun. The aluminum lined table crab would accomplish just that. of the most musically diverse groups sit back and hear all of the languages
stuck out from the wall and featured Indeed it did. The bright red crab of the festival, Anonymous Inc. being spoken, from English, to
a greasy snack of club sandwiches stares back at its spectator, becom- Fusing hip-hop with elements of LUganda, to Haitian Creole.
and fries. Reilly even painted with ing the main focus of the painting.
jazz, salsa, and punk. Their talented
The performances help prove to
ketchup to add to the real diner
Both exhibits showed the talents singer amazingly played guitar while the person that might not be very
experience.
and creativity of their artist. rapping at breakneck speeds.
educated about hip-hop that it is a
Although not as interesting and Hopefully they will continue to
Several other talented rappers serious, global and influential art
unique as the tables, the paintings on increase their collections and performed through the afternoon, form. These artists who gathered
the wall still exhibited Reilly's tal- expand their ideas. The nostalgic including Gokh Bi System of from all parts of the world at Trinity
ents and love of food. Hidden in a scenes of the beach and the fond Senegal and Chosan of Sierra Leone reflect some of the most talented
comer was the painting that inspired memories evoked by food make and the United Kingdom. Following groups of poets out there in the
the rest of her exhibit: an avocado. summer that much more eagerly a fashion show presented by world right now. As scholars often
The fruit lay half open and half anticipated.
Amnesty International and a brief lament the decline of poetry and traintermission, the music started back ditional literary forms, it is important
up again. Oke, a Harvard student to remember that rap and spoken
from Nigeria and Washington, DC, word works are legitimate art forms
performed first, giving some of the that are more lively than traditional
strongest songs out of any rapper at written poetry ever was.
the festival. Krazy Native of Uganda
Another important aspect of the
then took the stage. Normally per- festival was that it was yet another
forming with another rapper under opportunity for the Trinity commuthe name Bataka Squad, his counter- nity to reach out to the Hartford
part was denied access to the United community. Indeed, this was an
States; also, at the last minute, one of opportunity to reach out to an even
Krazy Native's sponsors fell greater group of people, gathering
through, and though he had little those interested in hip-hop from
money he somehow managed to other area colleges and from other
make it to Trinity. Despite his nearby urban centers. Unfortunately,
exceedingly bad luck, his perform- while the administration put a great
ance was not hindered in any way: deal of enthusiasm into the festival,
calling his style "Luga Flow," he the same cannot be said for a good
rapped in his native Ugandan lan- portion of the student body. While
Edwin C. Pratt
many ^Students did in ./act come.,at
Students gather for the final Senior Thesis Exhibit at the Broad St. Gallery.
guage, and ujgl^^CTg^jo^

Austin Arts Center
Department of Fine Arts presents:
Studio Arts Annual Exhibit
April 5-27
Austin Arts Center, Widener Gallery — Free Admission

least for portions of the performances, there is no reason why many
more students didn't come. They
missed one of the most exciting and
culturally vibrant events to have ever
taken place at Trinity College.
The students that did attend the
performances all had a fantastic
time. Most audience members were
waving their hands in the air and
shouting responses when prompted
from the artists. "I think the hip-hop
festival has set a great precedent,"
Ben Schacht '08 explained. "A lot of
people have talked about how hiphop — especially global hip-hop — is
a fantastic medium for social
change." In addition to its value as a
method of social awareness, Schacht
emphasized its artistic value: "But I
also think it's important to recognize
that hip-hop is a truly rich and complex art form. I'm really glad to see
things like this taking place on our
campus." Carrie Edwards '08 added,
"The festival helped me understand
that the artists are trying to create an
inclusive community of activism and
social change."
Alex Manevitz '09 was also
impressed by the musical aspects of
the performances over the weekend.
"The festival was important because
it exposed a lot of people to unique
forms of hip-hop," he said. "It
opened up a realm of music beyond
what people hear on mainstream outlets." James Murphy '08 was equally appreciative of the artists' skills:
"The talent of these men and women
blew me away."
The first (hopefully annual)
Trinity
International
Hip-Hop
Festival proved to be an unparalleled
success. The event served as a beacon of cultural richness that will help
Trinity improve its relations with the

m

Learn. Lead. Live.

Annual exhibition of artwork by students enrolled in Studio Arts courses.
The Widener Gallery is open Sundays through Fridays, 1:00 p.m. - 6:00
p.m.
Department of Music presents:
•' . ,
Spring Samba Celebration
April 27, 7:30 p.m.
Austin Arts Center, Goodwin Theater — Free Admission
Join the Trinity Samba Ensemble directed by Prof. Eric Galm in celebrating the arrival of spring. The concert will feature various styles of popular
Brazilian music, including pagode (informal gathering), samba de enredo
(music from Rio's samba schools), and Bahian Axe music. Be prepared for
more surprises, and bring your dancing shoes.
Department of Music presents:
Chamber Ensembles & Private Lessons Recital
April 29, 3 p.m.
Austin Arts Center, Goodwin Theater - Free Admission

THE GRADUATE SCHOOL
Master's degrees for women and men

Enjoy an afternoon of music performed by student vocalists and instrumentalists enrolled in the Trinity Music Department's Chamber Ensembles
and Private Lessons programs.

OPEN HOUSE featuring presentations on our
REACH to TEACH accelerated graduate

Department of Music presents:
Trinity Jazz Night
May 1, 7:30 p.m.
Austin Arts Center, Goodwin Theater - Free Admission

program in education andcarter-change.

The student big-band directed by Kris Allen performs a diverse selection
of great jazz compositions spanning thpySSTs.

MAY 10,

Department of Music presents:
Senior Music Recital

May 6, 8 p.m.

:.••.•'•-•••-••'•'"'''

Saint Joseph College

- - *-

> . T o n Arts Center, Goodwin Theater - Free Admission
The program features mezzo-soprano Leslie Waters in a recital of classical
and musical-theater songs accompanied by Prof. Gerald Moshell, pianist.
See www.austinarts.org for more.

-•

1S7S Asylu in Avenue.
: WestHarrfer»1,c:ru6ll7
1.86fi.44.CTSJC

Now is the time.
This is the place.
Register at

www.sjc.edu
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Trinity International Blip-Hop Festival
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Narcy, an Iraqi-born Canadian citizen, was a crowd favorite during the performance on Friday
evening. His carefully written rhymes prompted the audience to nod their heads along with the beat.

Dola (left), a rapper from Tanzania, and Bennchoumy (center), an artist fromHaiti, performed Friday
night at the concluding freestyle session, where each performer got a chance to return to the stage.
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Edwin C. Pratt
From left,Narcy, from Iraq and Canada, Bennchoumy, of Haiti, and Okai, also of Haiti perform at the
Yemen Social Center Friday evening. Their soulful and eloquent rhymes were enjoyed by the crowds.

Edwin C. Pratt

Majesty, a rapper from New York City, performed at the festival on both Friday night and Sunday
night. His performance seamlessly mixed politically-charged anthems with more personal songs.
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The Webster Theaterg

.Bushnell Events
Disney's
THE LION KING

Orange

Wednesday, April 26
6 p.m. (Doors)
Tickets $12

Experience the magic of Disney's The Lion King,
directed by award-winning Director Julie Taymor.
Including Elton John and Tim Rice's Oscar winning
song "Can You Feel The Love Tonight" and "Circle of
Life." This Tony Award-winning Broadway
spectacular is Hartford's most eagerly awaited stage
production.
Runs through June 4
Tickets $22.50 - $80

American Minor
Thursday, April 27
6 p.m. (Doors)
Tickets $10

Look West, Vespera, Against The Wall,
Scare Bears
Friday, April 28
6:30 p.m. (Doors)
Tickets $10

Latino Kings of Comedy

Saturday, April 29
6 p.m. (Doors)
Tickets $15

Artie Rqbb hosts this stana-up comedy event featuring
comedians Roberto Vandalpool, Oscar Callazos and
Freako
Friday, April 28
8 p.m.
Tickets $18 - $25

Toots & The Maytals

The Bushnell Box Office
860-987-5900

Badfish

Sunday, April 30
6 p.m. (Doors)
Tickets $20

"Chapel Happenings"

The Webster Theater Box Office
860-525-5553
www.tickets.com

Tuesday, April 25
6:30 p.m. Crypt Chapel
ZEN Meditation
Visit www.trinityzen.org for more information
9:30 p.m. Friendship Chapel
Banquet- prayer and service fellowship

Campus Events
World War II Labor Camp
Liberator to Speak at
Trinity College

Wednesday, April 26
12:15 p.m. Crypt Chapel
Roman Catholic Mass
5 p.m. Chapel Tower
Carillon Lessons

In honor of Yom HaShoah, Holocaust
^
his
role as one of the liberators of a German labor
camp after WWII. He will also discuss his
experiences and duties as a commander of a
German displaced persons camp following the war.
Thursday, April 27
4:30 p.m. ZachsHillel House

Featured Event
The Department of Theater and Dance present

Ridiculously Good Dances
Choreographed and performed by Trinity
dance students.
Wednesday, April 26
7:30 p.m. Seabury 47

—~

... Eriday, Ami] 28 ,. .
12:30 p.m. Crypt Chapel Alcove
Muslim Prayer
Sunday, April 30
5:15 p.m. Friendship Chapel
Holy Eucharist Service
Sermon by Chaplain Heischman
9 p.m. Friendship Chapel
Roman Catholic Mass

r

Classifieds
Students, Faculty: Advertise in
Classifieds. Looking for babysitters or
someone to mow your lawn? Want to
sell nimiture or appliances from your
dorm room? Job offerings? Include
your ad in our classifieds section for
just 30 cents a word.
E-mail inquiries to tripod@trincoll.edu

• • Community Service Spotlight

This past week various Trinity members of The Lion's Club have been encouraging students to donate
empty ink cartridges, cell phones and eyeglasses. They will recycle the ink cartridges and collect money, which
they will give to local charities and shelters. Members will also donate the cell phones and eyeglasses to various
shelters.
The Lion's Club is an international community service organization. Their main focus is to raise and donate
money for eye care in third world countries. However, they also hold fundraisers to benefit local charities and
Hurricane Katrina relief efforts.
If interested in donating, collection boxes are located in Peter B's, Praxis, and the Community Service
Office in the basement of Mather. If you would like more information please contact Andrew Szilvasy '06 at
Andrew.Szilvasy@trincoll.edu.
,
-Lauren Turlik
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Softball Beats Lord Men's Lax Falls at Middlebury
Jeffs, Loses to Tufts
'^^Mw- *
By JASON ACUNZO
SPORTS EDITOR

triple.
Pitcher Sara Dougherty '07
earned the complete-game win,
On Tuesday, the softball team scattering eight hits and striking out
traveled to Amherst College to take five, and tri-captain catcher Lindsey
on the Lord Jeffs. The Bantams Freeman '06 added two RBIs for the
won 5-4 in a close and exciting Bantams. Mullin led her team batgame, improving their record to 17- ting 2-for-4 in the win.
"Amherst was a really tight
5 with its first win in three games.
The Lord Jeffs dropped to 15-7 with game," said Freeman. "There were
runners in scoring position every
the loss.
Trailing 1 -0 after one inning, the inning. It was a good high-pressure
Bantams answered in the third when situation to get us ready for Tufts,
UT Ariana Mullin '09 smashed a and it was a good win for us."
This weekend, the Tufts
towering shot to left field to make it
3-1 in Trinity's favor. Trinity plated University Jumbo softball team
a pair of unearned tallies in the top clinched the NESCAC East
of the fifth, capitalizing on a Division title with a doubleheader
botched double-play to take a 5-2 sweep of the visiting Bantams.
lead. Amherst, however, scored an Trinity is now 17-7 overall and 2-4
unearned run of their own in the bot- in the league, while the Jumbos
tom of the inning and scored again
in the sixth frame on a pinch-hit
see TUFTS on page 23

By CAT MAKER
SPORTS WRITER

.

Edwin C.Pratt

Catcher Lindsey Freeman '06 (18) has led the offense for the Bantams this spring.

The men's lacrosse team traveled to Middlebury on Saturday,
where they slipped further in the
NESCAC standings with a 14-3
loss. The Bantams fall to 5-6 on the
year and 2-6 in conference play,
while the Panthers improve to 8-3
overall and 6-1 in the NESCAC.
Trinity faced a double-digit
deficit before they could score a single goal against the home team.
Middlebury sliced through the visiting defenders in blue and gold, scoring four times in both the first and
second quarters to build an 8-0 lead
at the half. Middlebury continued
its scoring barrage in the second
half, scoring with 9:29 left in the
third quarter for a 9-0 lead and again
just 11 seconds later. This second
strike made the score an ugly 10-0,
and the Bantams faced the challenge
of climbing out of a double-digit
hole with under two quarters
remaining in the game.
Forced to grind out the rest of
the blowout, the team did not let up.
Attackman Kris Tedeschi '08 put
Trinity on the board with 5:44 left in
the third quarter with the first of his
team-high two goals. Middlebury
added another to close out the quarter leading 11-2.
"Middlebury was a well-rounded, consistent team," said Tedeschi.
"They were tough because they had
a lot of depth at all the positions, had
great stick skills, and played well
together."
Midfielder and captain Charles
Burdette '06 scored once for the
Bantams, who finished the game
with a meager three scores, the
fewest of the season and lowest total
since scoring four times in a loss to

s

:,

Sam Lin

Jay Peters '08 and Trinity may miss the playoffs due to losses to teams like Tufts.
Wesleyan at home on April 12.
"Middlebury is easily the most
talented team we've faced so far,"
said Burdette. "They have outstanding players who are just as physical
as they are intelligent on the field."
Trinity
midfielder . Art
Schweitzer '08 chipped in with two
assists, while attackman Curtis
Kahn '07 added one of his own in
the losing effort.
For Middlebury, eight different

players scored to tally 14 goals and
earn the win. The Panthers dominated on the offensive end, getting
42 shots on goal to Trinity's 22 and
assisting on eight of their 14 goals.
With the loss to Middlebury, the
Bantams tie Colby, also 2-6 in the
conference, for eighth in the
NESCAC, one spot out of the postseason tournament. The seventh
see TOURNAMENT on page 23
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Women Beat Smith, Babson
continued from page 24

... win," noted Gautam Samarth '09.
Samarth notched another pair of
personal wins this season, playing
well at singles (6-3, 6-3), and pairing with usual partner David Yahng
'09 for a doubles win (8-2). Yahng
fought hard in an incredible
matchup (1-6, 6-2, 7-6, 10-7), while
Marsden had his own tough battle at
the top (6-4, 3-6, 7-6, 10-5). Brett
Ramsey '08 (6-3, 6-0) cruised to
victory, while tri-captains Jimmie
Ames '06 (6-2, 6-1) and Jon Hart '06
(2-6, 6-2, 6-2) gave something for
the crowd to cheer about in their
encore home performances.
The success could not be maintained on the road last Saturday
against Williams.
The second ranked team in the
region and fifth overall nationally,
Williams showed why Trinity has
had trouble beating them with a 5-1

Bantam loss.
Trinity certainly didn't go down
easily, losing two singles matches in
three sets. Hart closed out his regular season career with a three-set
win of his own (4-6, 7-6, 6-4), but
no other Bantam was able to triumph individually on the day. With
the day's poor weather and the
match already decided, the teams
chose not to play any doubles
matches.
The men close the regular season with a 12-2 overall record, and
currently posses the tenth overall
ranking in the nation. Like the
women, the immediate goal is a victory
at
the
NESCAC
Championships, also next Friday at
Williams. Considering the play of
the team, even in defeat, the
Bantams have as good a chance as
anyone to win in the postseason.

1-2 puts a lot of pressure on our singles play but we stayed consistent
through a lot of close matches." She
and Tramont gave a fabulous display of why they have played at the
top of the lineup this year, both
powering to perfect wins (6-0, 6-0).
Meckler (6-0, 6-3) had a very good
match herself, and White (6-2, 6-2)
rounded out the victories on the day,
with one match left unfinished once
the overall victory was decided.
The wins ended a four-match
losing streak, as well as raised the
team's overall record to 5-9. For the
young squash, the closing success is
a potential indicator of the success
that is to come. "We've worked so
hard and grown so close over this
past season that it's nice to see some
positive results after a few tough
matches," said Driscoll.
That could translate into immediate success in this Friday's
NESCAC
Championships
at
Williams, as well as into next year's
bright looking season.
While the women rolled along,
the men's season ended with more of
a mixed bag. With little doubt, a 122 final regular season record
exceeded anyone's expectations, but
the team's 1-2 finish put an unfortunate dark spot on a dream season.
The Bantams had little trouble
disposing of conference and regional rival Bates at home last Thursday.
Bates, which was freefalling to the
region's ninth ranking after four
losses in six matches, was unable to
put up much of ajjjght+in a characteristic Bp«ai!ff-0 victoiy. "I think
Is [against Middlebury last
week], coupled by the fact that yesterday's match was the last home
Sam Lin
game for the seniors inspired us to a Trinity's David Yahng '09 winds up for a serve in action over the weekend

. Power Rankings.
The weekly power rankings are based purely on the past
week's games. Cumulative season results and records are
not taken into consideration.

1. MEN'S CREW
First varsity eight were named the NIRC Crew of
the Week by the ECAC for their performance two
weeks ago. This week, they supported their No.
12 ranking for all divisions, sweeping Bates,
UNH, and WPI.

2. WOMEN'S TENNIS
Beat Smith 8-1 and Babson 5-3 to close their
regular season, finishing with a 4-5 spring
record.

3. WOMEN'S CREW
Despite a 1-3 Saturday, they sit third this week
for winning the NIRC Crew of the Week awarded
to them this past week.

4. WOMEN'S LACROSSE
Split two NESCAC games, downing Bates before
losing a close one to No. 13 Tufts in a game
decided by two goals late in the second half.

5. MEN'S TENNIS
In a week of lopsided outcomes for tennis, the
men beat Bates 7-0 before losing to national
power Williams 5-1.

:
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Bidfor Postseason
continued from page 24
Yanofsky scored a late goal to make
it 11-9 to round out the scoring.
Smith was immense yet again,
recording 16 saves total for the
game and keeping the Bantams
close for the upset. The Bantams
end the week with a record of 5-7
overall and 2-5 in the NESCAC,
where they are in seventh place
behind Bowdoin and Williams, with
Middlebury and Amherst in first
and second, respectively. Trinity
plays Wesleyan on April 25 at home
where there will be a raffle to bene-

fit the team, while the Bants close
out the regular season at home with
Colby on April 29. Said Murphy,
"This game (Wesleyan) is huge for
us, because if we win the game we
would probably make the playoffs
and play Amherst in the first round.
If we lose, we're out of the playoffs.
The game is also important for us
because we want to win the
Connecticut Cup, which is awarded,
by the coaches to Wesleyan,
Connecticut College, or Trinity,
whoever wins the most games
between the three of them. We lost
it last year, so we want it back."

Headed back to the Hartford area this summer?

SUMMERTERM
Ojpett to students from all
colleges md universities
• Earn three credits in three weeks
* Take a difficult course without distraction
• Small, focused classes
Flexibility and. choice
• "Day and evening classes
* More than 400 courses
• Work around your summer schedule

Register online 24 hours a day at:
www.hardford.edu/sumnieixeriii

Call today
860.768.4978
wwiViharrford. edta
Edwin U Fratt

Attackman CJ Yanofsky '08 leads the women's lacrosse team in goals this season.

UNIVERSITY
OFHART'FORD
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Baseball Sinks Coast Guard, Drops Three to Tufts
By ANDREW BUCHBINDER
SPORTS WRITER
After a dreary New England
spring weekend, Trinity's baseball
team's overall record stands at 1711. The Bantams dropped a tough
three game set in Medford, Mass. as
they battled the Tufts University
Jumbos this past weekend. Despite
the rough end to the week for
Trinity, the Bantams started the
week off with a thrilling ninthinning comeback win against the
United States Coast Guard Academy
Bears on Monday, April 17.

The Bantams fell behind early
on in the game, and found themselves facing a 6-1 deficit after the
fourth inning. Trinity's one run at
this point had come from a solo
homerun that outfielder Steve
Dilanian '08 hit in the third inning.
Dilanian, who hit a huge grand slam
last week, has been hot lately and
finished the game with two hits and
two RBIs.
Ignoring their slow start to the
game, the Bantams began to battle
back in the fifth inning with their
second homerun of the game, this
time a two-run blast off the bat of

miUlLUiiWii

Edwin C. Pratt
Michael Regan 'OS has been a big reason for Trinity's winning season this year.

catcher Sean Killeen '09 making the
score 6-3, and setting the stage for
Trinity's exhilarating comeback.
The bottom of the ninth inning
started with a lead-off double produced by outfielder Chandler
Barnard '08. The Bantams then
exhibited phenomenal patience as
they scored two more runs on three
walks and a passed ball. With the
score at 6-5, shortstop Tom
DiBenedetto '08 stepped up to the
plate.
DiBenedetto came through for
his team with a game-tying RBI single. Outfielder Brendan Daly '08
then scored the game-winning run
after the Bears committed a throwing error as they tried to gun
DiBenedetto down at second base,
and Trinity came away with a 7-6
victory over the Coast Guard
Academy.
The Bantams were hoping to
keep the momentum alive as they
' went north to Tufts, but this proved
not to be the case as the Jumbos won
three straight games against Trinity.
Friday afternoon's game turned out
to be unfortunately ironic for the
Bantams, who lost 7-6 after leading
the game 6-1, which is similar to the
comeback they pulled off earlier in
the week. Trinity opened up the six
ran lead primarily in the fourth and
fifth innings.
The fourth inning started with
the score tied at one apiece. Ben
Silvanic '07, who got the start at
first base, broke the stalemate with
an RBI double that gave the
Bantams the lead. Silvanic then was able to score
after Dilanian; came through with a
single, which was compounded by .a
Jumbo''towing error. Third baseman Guy Gogliettino '08 knocked
Dilanian in with an RBI single of his
own, and the" Bantam's" left the fourth

Edwin C. Pratt

Co-captain Erik Paisley '06 makes an out in a victory over Coast Guard this week.
inning with a 4-1 lead.
Barnard, who, in addition to designated hitting, started the game on
the mound for Trinity, ripped
through the Jumbos in the bottom of
the fourth, and the Bantams picked
up right where they left off in the
fifth when outfielder Matt Stafford
'08 belted a two-run homerun to
enhance the lead to 6-1.
Barnard and pitcher Gabe
Rotman '06 both struggled after
this, and the Jumbos were able to
steal a victory away from the
Bantams in the first game.of the
series.
The Jumbos came out strong in
both games of Saturday's doxible-

header, and put 20 runs up on the
board by the end of the day. The
first game ended up being a rough 82 loss for the Bantams, and then the
Jumbos kept the pressure on with a
12-5 victory in the second game of
the afternoon as well.
The Bantams are hoping to
rebound and revive their winning
ways
away against
Eastern
Connecticut State University on
Tuesday evening. The Warriors are
coming into the game with an 18-13
record, and are coming off of a win
over UMass-Dartmouth, so it should
be a good test for the Bantams as
they try to nip the makings of a losing streak in the bud.
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Sports in Brief
BASEBALL
Tues., April 25 @ Eastern CT, 7:00
Sat., April 29 @ Amherst (DH), 12:00
Sun., Apr 30 vs. Brandeis (DH), 1:00

Tournament Hopes
Waning for Bants

MEN'S AND WOMEN'S CREW
Sat., April 29 @ Holy Cross (Wesleyan, Conn.
College, UMass)
MEN'S LACROSSE
Wed.,
April 26 vs. Eastern CT, 7:00
Sat., April 29 vs. Bowdoin, 1:00
Edwin C. Pratt

WOMEN'S LACROSSE

Robert Mountain '09 cradles the ball while being checked in action this week.
continued from page 20

Tues., April 25 vs. Wesleyan, 5:00
Sat., April 29 vs. Colby, 12:00
SOFTBALL
Wed.,
April 26 vs. Wesleyan (DH), 3:30
Thurs., April 27 vs. Western CT (DH), 3:30
Sat., April 29 vs. Bates (DH), 1:00
MEN'S TENNIS
Fri.,

April 28 - Sun., April 30 NESCAC Championships @ Amherst
WOMEN'S TENNIS
Fri.,

April 28 - Sun., April 30 NESCAC
Championships @ Williams
MEN'S & WOMEN'S TRACK

Sat., April 29 NESCAC Championships @
Bowdoin
MEN'S GOLF
"V

•

Fri., April 29 - Sat., April 30 @ Williams Shootout,
TBA

and final postseason seed is currently shared by Williams and Conn.
College, which sit 1.5 games ahead
of Trinity and Colby in the standings
with a 3-4 record.
Middlebury sits atop the standings at 6-1, one game up on Bates,
Bowdoin, and Wesleyan (all 5-2),
which occupy the second, third, and
fourth spots. Filling out the remaining seeds with one week remaining
in the regular season is Tufts, which
holds the fifth seed with a 4-3 conference record.
After
playing
Eastern
Connecticut State on Wednesday in
Hartford, Trinity's final game could
determine their postseason fate, as
they face Bowdoin on Saturday at
home.
However, earning a postseason
berth may involve some complicated math in the standings, as the final
week of the season features a flurry
of NESCAC games.
The teams the Bantams are chasing for the final playoff spot

the season with pivotal conference
matchups.
Williams plays at
Amherst (1-6, last in the NESCAC)
on Saturday, while Conn. College
faces Amherst on Tuesday at home
before traveling to Tufts on
Saturday. Colby, tied with the
Bantams in the standings, plays at
Wesleyan on Saturday.
"We're definitely still in contention for a seat in the playoffs,"
said Burdette. "It all comes down to
beating Bowdoin [at Trinity] next
Saturday ... Just like all our other
NESCAC lacrosse games, this one
will be won by whoever comes to
play. Bowdoin's a team that we
match up well with." Trinity lost to
Bowdoin in last year's contest in
double-overtime and won in 2004.
"Personally, this could be our
last game as seniors," said Burdette.
"I plan on making it worthwhile and
[it] will hopefully lead our team to a
victory."
As the seniors seek to extend
their lacrosse careers and the Trinity
men's team tries to land a playoff
berth, Saturday is primed foT a dia"•— ' • - - • * • • •
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Tufts Wins Division vs. Bants
continued from page 20

Interested in a Career in

Environmental Law, Engineering
or Policy Analysis?
If so, you can't miss...

Career Services'Environmental
Career Pane
Get inside information and advice from a panel of
professionals with experience working in private
industry, non-profits, and the state and federal
government.

improve to 22-10 overall and 6-0 in
the NESCAC.
"I don't know what to say," stated Freeman, "except that we got
outplayed. I mean, that's what happened. Sometimes the game comes
down to executing the little things,
making the extra stretch for a play,
bearing down and getting it done,
and we weren't the team on the field
that was doing that. Our offense has
quieted down lately and we haven't
found a way to win with that."
In the first game, Freeman hit a
solo homer to account for the
Bantam run in the fourth inning that
tied the score at 1-1. Tufts, however, managed three runs in the fifth
against Trinity pitcher Dougherty to

make it 4-1. Tufts added an
unearned run in the sixth frame.
Dougherty gave up three earned
runs and nine hits in six innings for
Trinity.
The Tufts pitcher, Sarah Conroy
'06, pitched a one-hitter.
The
Jumbos ended up winning the game
5-1.
In the second game, which Tufts
also won, 5-2, the Jumbo pitcher
allowed two hits and two runs in six
innings.
The Bantams found themselves
down 2-0 at the end of the first
inning but were able to tie the score
with single runs in the second and
the third. The Bantams scored without a hit in the second on a fielder's
choice by tri-captain outfielder
Laura Watson '06, and an RBI sin-

gle by Dougherty in the third.
The Tufts first baseman doubled to lead off the third inning and
scored on a single to give the
Jumbos the lead for good at 3-2.
They added two runs in the sixth
frame off tri-captain pitcher Victoria
Mosnier '06, who went the distance
in a losing effort for the Bantams.
"We still have hope," Freeman
said, "but it's not really in our hands
as much right now. We have to see
what happens with other teams in
the league and just do our best to
win games. It's not over, but it's
more of a waiting game right now."
The Bantams have three doubleheader home games coming up:
Wesleyan on Tuesday, Western
Connecticut on Thursday, and Bates
on Saturday.
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Learn about what they do and how they came to
do it!

Hosted by CAREER SERVICES
Career Services Lobby

Thursday, April 27
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Edwin C Pratt

The Trinity Softball team has hit a rough stretch the last few weeks, as they've lost two to Bowdoin and Tufts each

Baseball drops three of four on the week, page 22 The race for the final men's lax playoff spot heats up, page 24
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Men s Crew Sweeps Regatta Women's Lacrosse
Defeats Bates 13-9
By TARA FINUCANE
SPORTS WRITER

The first varsity eights of the
men's and women's rowing teams
were awarded the NfRC Crew of the
Week awards from the ECAC
thanks to their performances on
April 15 against Holy Cross, Mount
Holyoke and UMass. The Trinity
men, ranked 12th in the nation
across all divisions of collegiate
crew, finished with a time of 6:09.6,
beating Holy Cross by 1.4 seconds
and UMass by 17 seconds. The
women, ranked first in the nation,
finished almost five seconds ahead
of eighth-ranked Mount Holyoke in
winning a race that also included
Division I opponents UNH and
Holy Cross, as well as third-ranked
Smith.
On Saturday, despite rainy
weather, the waters in Worcester,
Mass, were calm and ideal for racing for both Trinity rowing teams.
Racing at WPI for the secondStraight week, both the women and
men, nationally ranked across all
divisions on the season, faced
Division I UNH, Williams, and
Bates.
In a performance which mirrored that of last week, the Trinity
men swept every event in. record
time. The Bantams finished the varsity -.;,(Sight with.a time of 5:57.70,
while" TOffC Bates, an& ~WPI
dragged behind by about 20 seconds.
"The [varsity eight] really sepa-

rated from the pack in their race; the
real battle was for second through
fourth," rower Gary Moffat 'OS
explained. Second place went to
UNH and third to Bates, while WPI
came in last.
"Despite a week of illness
throughout the crew, the second
men's eight showed that they were
still able to get the job done,"
Moffat said of their dominating performance at WPI, where the
Bantams defeated WPI by a remarkable 24 seconds.
Even though the varsity eights
put on a good show in their dominating races, Moffat said, "The varsity four race was perhaps the most
exciting of the day. We had two
boats racing. As they came down
the course we realized the two of
our crews were battling for first and
second in the front of the pack."
Trinity was able to disregard the
other contenders; the only true competition, in Worcester was wearing
blue and gold, as the race became an
intrasquad battle. Trinity A finished
ahead of Trinity B by about 15 seconds.
Both men's freshman eights won
their races as well, and Moffat
praised the success of his younger
teammates. "These results really
speak to the depth that we have in
our program," he said.
The women did not experience
quite the Jevel of success which the
men enjoyed, winning only the second varsity eight.
"It was a disappointment,"

Ashley Hunt '09 said on Saturday's
performance, "but we have had
some illnesses on the team. We had
to do some changing-around of the
boats, and unfortunately we didn't
end up winning every race."
The women's novice eight lost
to Bates by 17 seconds and the varsity eight placed second, 5.8 seconds behind Williams. Despite the
out-of-character performance for the
talented women, Hunt stated she is
confident they will be stronger than
ever for their races during the next
three weeks.
Overall, the Trinity men placed
first of three teams in their races,
while the women placed second of
four. Both teams race again in
Worcester this Saturday, as the
Bantams row against Conn. College,
Wesleyan, and UMass at noon.
Wesleyan will enter the event
with an impressive record of 8-2 for
the fall and spring 2005-2006 season.
In one of their most recent
events on April 1, Wesleyan, ranked
third in the country at the time, lost
to the fourth ranked Williams Ephs
by a margin of 1.6 seconds, dropping the Cardinals behind the Ephs
in the national standings for the
men.
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By GEOFF SCHNEIDER
SPORTS EDITOR
The Trinity women's lacrosse
team went into this past week's contests looking to come away with two
wins and pick up momentum for the
final weeks of the season. Although
Trinity lost a hard fought game to
Tufts, 11-9 at Tufts, they did manage to stave off a pesky Bates team
at home and win 13-11.
Lauren Malinowski '07 was the
difference against Bates, as her three

exploded in the last four minutes of
the game, with Murphy finishing the
hat-trick and Ryan and Allen adding
their second goals of the game to
stave off Bates, 13-11, with Allen
getting the game winner with 3:20
left. Michelle Smith '08 made 14
saves in the game including several
difficult ones with the game winding down to preserve the victory.
Said Murphy, "This was a great
game for us. We finally came
together as a team and it was nice to
win after the losses we've had late-

•

They competed against Coast
Guard, Mount Holyoke, Williams,
and Holy Cross in the meet. This
will be a tough matchup for the
Bantam men, but a fun one in a battle of the three NESCAC schools in
Connecticut.

Men's Tennis Blanks Bobcats
By PETER DACEY
SPORTS WRITER
. This spring, between the two
Trinity tennis teams, it has been the
men's team that has posted most of
the success and headlines. While
they have continued to play solidly,
and are poised to make some postseason noise, the women stole the
spotlight this past rain-washed
weekend to close the season, winning both their games.
The hard work and practice for
the women paid off when everything came together against Smith at

home last Saturday. Right off the
bat, the team secured victories in
two of the three doubles matches,
behind the play of pairs Brenna
Driscoll '08/Melissa White '06 (82) and Amanda Tramont '09/Sarah
Gould '09 (9-8, 7-3).
Seemingly charged by the early
lead, the team then swept the singles
matches for an 8-1 overall win.
Driscoll (6-1, 6-3) and White (6-0,
6-2) lead the way at the top, Gould
(6-1, 6-0) and White (6-4, 6-2) both
played very well, and Sydney
Meckler '08 (6-2, 2-6, 10-4) and
Yang Liu '08 (6-2, 6-5, 7-5)

wrapped up the near-perfect day.
Things weren't nearly as smooth
the following day, both with the
poor weather and a hard-fought
match, but after a number of close,
tough losses this season the team
pulled out a \yell-deserved 5-3 win
over Babson.
This time around, the team went
into singles play at a disadvantage,
with only an 8-4 win by the
Tramont/Gould pair to show for
three doubles matches. According to
Driscoll, "going into singles down
see WOMEN on page 21
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Sam Lin
Gautam Sarnarth '09 of India is one of many talented young players that will anchor men's tennis for years to come.

Edwin C. Pratt

Lauren Malinowski '07 carries the ball down the field against Bates this week.
second-half goals propelled the
Bantams to the win.
C.J. Yanofsky '08 got the
Bantams on the board first and captain Meredith Murphy '06 added
two more in the first ten minutes as
the Bantams jumped out to a 3-2
lead and would take a 5-4 advantage
headed into the second-half.
Emily Allen '08 and captain
Christine Ryan '06 also recorded
their first goals of the game before
the break to put Trinity on top.
The second-half started out
poorly for Trinity, as Bates scored
the first three goals in the first five
minutes of the half to jump out to a
7-5 lead. The Bantams began to
take control of the game when
Malinowski scored her first goal of
the day. Courtney Collins '07 and
Jessica Schultz '09 also added
goals.
Not to be outdone, Bates had
answers for the Bantams and
jumped out to a 10-8 lead before
Malinowski scored her final two of
the game in the last 10 minutes to tie
the game up at 10. After a quick
Bates goal to take the lead, Trinity

ly."
Next up for Trinity was an-away
game at 13th-ranked Tufts where the
Bantams almost pulled off an upset
before falling, 11-9. Trinity came
out tough and took a 3-1 lead
halfway through the first-half on
goals by Ryan, Murphy and Abi
Arnold '08 before Tufts began taking over the rest of the half, finishing with a 5-4 lead headed into the
second.
Ryan scored the fourth Trinity
goal to tie the game at four before a
Tufts goal with four seconds left in
the first gave Tufts the lead. Trinity
came out in the second half strong
with Malinowski scoring the tying
goal two minutes in. For the rest of
the half Trinity and Tufts traded
goals, with Malinowski, Allen and
Yanofsky posting goals to make the
game 9-8 in favor of Tufts with 12
minutes left in the game.
Unfortunately, Tufts finished strong,
scoring two goals in the last ten
minutes to take an 11-8 lead, one
which they would not surrender.
see LACROSSE on page 21

